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ABSTRACT 

Foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) is a highly infectious and contagious disease of cloven hoofed 

animals. The disease is endemic in Pakistan caused by Foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV) 

serotype O, A and Asia-1. In order to control FMD in Pakistan, it is essential to have an accurate 

knowledge of circulating virus strains in the country that will help to select more specific 

vaccines. Balochistan province (Largest Province area wise) has an important geographical 

location, having common borders with Afghanistan and Iran that are also FMD endemic 

countries. Data regarding FMDV strain circulating in this province is scanty. In this study, 

FMDV was detected by real time RT-PCR in 30 vesicular epithelial tissue and oral swab samples 

collected from suspected FMD-infected animals in Quetta city of Balochistan and its surrounding 

areas. The serotype of virus was identified in 26 samples by real time RT-PCR and confirmed by 

analysis of the VP1 coding sequence. Sixteen samples were of serotype A, 6 of serotype Asia-1 

and 4 samples were found co-infected with serotypes A/Asia-1 and two samples showed co-

infection with two different strains of serotype A. VP1 coding sequence analysis of the serotype 

A viruses revealed circulation of a new strain of serotype A that has been reported in Kyrgyzstan 

and Kazakhstan in 2011 and 2012 respectively, but not reported previously in Pakistan. Other 

strains of serotype A and Asia-1detected in this study have similarity with strains of FMDV 

reported previously in Pakistan. 

Balochistan being the largest province of the country and having important geographical location 

needs to be explored for the detection of different serotypes circulating along with their lineages 

and sub lineages in order to control the disease as well as to access the routes of animal 

movement in the region, which could be the source of spread of virus. Furthermore, restriction of 

cross border movement is the need of time, along with the establishment of laboratories having 

capability for early and accurate diagnosis of the disease. This study suggests that there should 

be extensive sampling from this province for detection and typing of the virus and if possible, 

isolation of the circulating strains. This will help to identify Hot Spots in the region for regular 

monitoring against this alarming threat for the region. The serotype and strain identification will 

help to improve the current vaccines being used in the region. 
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Introduction 

 

Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Foot and Mouth disease (FMD) is highly infectious disease of mammals which can cause 

significant monetary losses. FMD is grouped in List “A” of Transboundary Animal Diseases 

(TAD) of Office international Des Epizooties (OIE), World Organization for Animal Health. 

FMD virus is placed in family Picornaviridae, genus Aphthovirus.  FMDV is a naked, 

positive sense, single stranded RNA molecule of nearly 8500 nucleotides (nt) (Moniwa et al, 

2007). The virus can mutate drastically for the reason that the viral RNA–dependent RNA 

polymerase is short of proofreading capability, bringing about 7 immunogenically different 

serotypes (O, A, C, Southern African Territories SAT 1, SAT 2, SAT 3, and Asia 1) and 

various and continually developing variants showing a spectrum of antigenic differences 

(Rodriguez and Gay, 2011). The VP1 gene shows 30-50% approximate difference among 

these serotypes (Belsham, 2005). Immunity produced by the immunization against one 

serotype or topotypes is not capable to guard the animal against other serotypes or topotypes 

(Rowlands et al, 1983). 

The disease can affect animals including cattle, pig, sheep, goats, more than 70 species of 

wild ruminants and water buffaloes (Lewis-Rogers et al, 2008; Bachrach, 1985; Gibbs et al, 

1975; Wernery and Kaaden, 2004).  FMD virus reproduces and spreads very quickly, 

infecting  other at risk animals present in the area of outbreak. It can infect sheep, goat, pig 

or wild animals by means of respiratory route, oral route or scuff on skin/ mucous 

membrane (Kitching et al, 2002a, b, c). Almost every livestock containing country has faced 

the FMD outbreaks but now many countries have attained disease free status (Grubman and 

Baxt, 2004). Currently Northern America, Europe, Antarctica and Australia Oceania 

continents are free from the disease while it is found on all other continents “it is now a goal 

to eradicate the disease from the world” (FAO and OIE, 2012b) 

FMDV can be transmitted directly to the susceptible animals by direct contact with diseased 

animals or their secretions and excretions (OIE, 2012d). Indirect transmission can take place 
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through contaminated motor vehicles, animal handlers, animal products such as milk and 

meat, fomites or feed infected by feces or urine of animals affected with FMDV (Sutmollar 

et al, 2003), shared drinking water and grazing facilities, introduction of new animals to the 

herd, wildlife and migratory birds and contaminated meat, meat products or garbage. Animal 

vaccines can also serve as source of contamination, if the vaccines are contaminated or virus 

escapes from the vaccine production facilities and use of improperly inactivated FMD 

vaccines (Federal et al, 2001). FMD virus can travel through aerosols and could cross 

country boundaries, spreading the disease even far away from the place of outbreak (Gloster 

et al, 2010; Mahy, 2005). 

The incubation period of FMDV varies from 2 to 14 days, which depends upon the burden 

of attacking virus, type of virus, age and breed of animal, immune status of host to protect 

from FMDV. Classical signs and symptoms can be seen in infected animals including 

appearance of vesicles on feet, oral mucous membrane and the mammary glands. Infection 

can result in appearance of subclinical or mild disease to sever clinical disease. Death may 

occur in young calves before the clinical disease appear, due to the tendency of virus to  

invade and destroy cells of the developing heart (Kitching et al, 2002a, b, c). Myocardial 

lesions which develop in the calves are referred to as tiger heart (Musser, 2004). A very low 

mortality incidence has been reported in adult animals as a result of FMDV infection. 

Infected animals go off feed which ends up in weight loss and decrease in milk production. 

Chronic lameness, abortion and sterility may also take place, chronic mastitis is the common 

complication of FMD. These conditions alongside restrictions on international trade of 

animals and animal products from FMD endemic countries can lead to severe economic 

losses. These economic losses can be controlled by early and efficient detection and strain 

identification of the FMD virus followed by measures to control the spread of infection, as 

there is no cure after the onset of infection. FMDV has high genetic and antigenic variation 

which makes it difficult to control the disease through vaccination due to the continuous 

emergence of new strains as a result of viral evolution and their spread to other regions. 

Cross-border movement of animals in FMD endemic areas is the most challenging factor in 

spread of virus. In order to control the disease, use of vaccine containing the strains of virus 
2 
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which are prevalent in that particular area along with control of cross-border movement of 

animals has to be taken in to consideration.  

The diagnosis of FMD cannot be made solely by recognizing the characteristic clinical signs 

and histological appearance of the disease.  Some vesicular conditions like vesicular 

stomatitis, vesicular exanthema and other erosive and ulcerative diseases results in the 

similar clinical picture. Only the initial diagnosis can be made on the basis of clinical signs, 

history of contact with FMDV infected animals or reports of the disease in the surrounding 

areas only assist in making preliminary diagnosis. It is not possible to differentiate the 

disease clinically from other vesicular diseases because characteristic viral inclusions 

supportive for the differential diagnosis are not produced. Therefore, it is necessary to 

conduct laboratory diagnosis of any suspected case of FMD to confirm the disease (Kitching 

et al, 2002c; Reid et al, 2000; Morrissy, 2011; OIE terrestrial manual, 2008). “The 

diagnostic techniques recommended by OIE include virus isolation, enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay (Ag. ELISA), genome identification technique (polymerase chain 

reaction (PCR) assays), and serological tests such as the virus neutralization test, solid-phase 

competition enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay, liquid-phase blocking enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay, and nonstructural protein (NSP) antibody tests” (OIE, 2012b). 

Nucleic acid detection of FMDV is one of the approaches used for detection and typing of 

the virus (OIE, 2012b). The Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) is a quick and more accurate 

approach and is appropriate to be used with various types of clinical samples. The sensitivity 

of this method is many times higher than virus isolation which was recognized as “gold 

standard” in FMDV recognition (Hoffmann et al, 2009). There are different methods of 

nucleic acid detection including conventional reverse transcription-polymerase chain 

reaction (RT-PCR) which can be performed in multiplex (mRT-PCR), and real-time reverse 

transcription polymerase chain reaction this can also be performed in multiplex (mReal-

Time RT-PCR). All these methods are being used for the quick detection, typing and 

molecular epidemiology studies of FMDV. Other technologies for FMD diagnosis include 

3ABC-ELISA for Differentiation of Infected from Vaccinated Animals (DIVA) and DNA 
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microarray technology for analyzing FMDV polymorphisms, pen-side technology (Longjam 

et al, 2011a; Schmitz et al, 2000). 

The VP1 region of FMD viruses, which is the most variable region and has prime 

importance to define genetic relationship between FMD virus isolates as well as the 

geographical distribution of lineages and genotypes by Phylogenetic analysis. This 

parameter for the analysis of FMDV is being used with great success throughout the world. 

This technique also help to ascertain genetically and geographically associated topotypes 

and to map out the basis of infection (Sahle et al, 2004; Knowles and Samuel, 2003; Samuel 

& Knowles, 2001b). 

The “Progressive Control Pathway for Foot and Mouth Disease (PCP-FMD)” is current 

strategy adopted by Food and Agriculture Organization and OIE for the control and 

eradication of FMD throughout the world by the year 2020 (FAO, 2011).  According to this 

strategy, OIE has set measures for the control of the disease. These recommended measures 

include zoning approach depending upon the disease distribution, routine and emergency 

vaccination, surveillance programe, and stamping out policy (OIE, 2012c).  

Global Situation of Foot-and-Mouth Disease  

The FMDV has different distribution across the world in respect to its seven serotypes. 

Serotype A and O are the most widely distributed serotypes prevailing in Africa, Asia and 

South America. Serotype Asia1 prevails only in Asia while SAT1, 2 and 3 are restricted to 

Africa. All these serotypes have the potential ability to invade FMDV free regions. At 

present, indication of serotype C prevalence is vastly rare (Sumption et al, 2007).  

FMDV endemic areas, besides being the potential source of infection for neighboring areas 

and disease free regions are liable for the continuous emergence of new strains of FMDV. 

This could be due to the mutations taking place in the circulating viruses or by the entry of 

new type in a particular region by the animal or virus movement through any other source 

(reviewed in Lewis-Rogers et al, 2008; Klein, 2009). These new strains are not covered by 

the vaccines being used resulting in the disease outbreaks and regional spread of virus. In 
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order to prevent the emergence of new strains of FMDV and their spread in the region, these 

need to be identified and prevented immediately (Sumption et al, 2007).  

Work is being done to control and eradicate the disease globally, in order to decrease the 

losses occurring due to FMD world-wide, the main aim of control policy is to improve 

animal health by controlling outbreaks of the disease. In order to achieve this goal, 

strengthening of laboratories and Veterinary Services in countries having disease at National 

and international level, development of public-private partnerships and vaccine matching in 

disease prevailing areas to the circulating strains of virus have been focused.  

The comparative studies of VP1 gene of FMDV, which is the most frequently studied gene 

due to its involvement in virus attachment, defensive immune status and serotype 

differentiation, show that the FMDV serotypes have different geographical distribution. 

Based on this specific distribution pattern which could be due to ecological isolation or 

adaptation, seven “regional pools” have been defined globally with occurrence of distinct 

genetic and antigenic FMDV strains (EUfmd, 2013).  

 

 

Table 1 Regional pools made on the basis of prevalence and emergence of FMDV genotypes (EUFMD, 2013) 

 

Regional Pools Represented Region 

Pool 1 East Asia(O, A, Asia1) 

Pool 2 South Asia(O, A, Asia1) 

Pool 3 Eurasia (O, A, Asia1) 

Pool 4 East Africa(O, A, SAT 1, 2, 3) 

Pool 5 West Africa(O, A, SAT 1, 2) 

Pool 6 South Africa(SAT 1,2, 3) 

Pool 7 South America(O, A) 
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Source: FAO report (EUFMD, 2013) 

 

Figure 1 pools wise prevalence of FMDV, 2011-2013 

In order to control the impact produced by FMD, vaccines are being used and work is being 

done to meet the shortcomings. The disease endemic regions are mainly focused to fulfill 

OIE standards of potency and safety of the vaccines, adequate supply of vaccine to control 

the disease and to limit the disease in FMD outbreaks. The other priority concerns are 

vaccine quality control and post-vaccination monitoring. 

Foot-and-Mouth Disease Situation in Pakistan 

In Pakistan, livestock rearing is practiced on a large scale, from big farms to house hold 

animals. These animals serve as source of high quality meat, milk and are also used for 

draught purpose in agriculture farming. There is a big contribution of live animals, 

processed animal products and hides in national economy through their export. The overall 

Pakistan 
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contribution to the national Gross Domestic production (GDP) is 11.6% while the share in 

agriculture sector is 55.44% (Pakistan-economic-survey, 2012-2013) 

Foot-and-mouth disease is prevalent throughout Pakistan, possibly due to the movement of 

animals in different provinces of the country and neighboring countries. In the rural areas, 

common grazing areas increase the chances of spread. Other reasons of the spread of disease 

may include the unawareness of the farmers regarding diagnosis, prevention and control of 

the disease and limited availability of veterinary health services. Due to the devastating 

effects of the disease, farmers are now adopting vaccination strategy for the control of 

disease. Disease outbreaks occur even after vaccination because of differences between the 

circulating strains of virus and strains included in the vaccines. Vaccine being used does not 

match in different areas of country and its neighboring countries. Vaccines are being 

produced in Pakistan but do not fulfill the requirements of the country. Imported vaccines 

are also available but lack vaccine matching studies.  

Source: map taken from a FAO report (EUfmd, 2013) 

   

Figure 2 Geographical location of Balochistan province of Pakistan 

Balochistan 
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Pakistan has thick population of animals besides having common borders with Afghanistan, 

Iran, India and China where FMD is endemic (Abubakar et al, 2012) except China. The 

cross border animal movement is one of the reasons for FMDV spread, which needs to be 

restricted on priority basis. FMD endemic situation is a constant threat to FMDV free 

countries who have acquired this status at considerable costs and efforts. FMDV has now 

become a global threat due to the increased international trade and movement of animals and 

people which has now become a great threat for the international health community in terms 

of economic consequences. 

FMDV Situation in Balochistan Province of Pakistan 

Pakistan has four provinces Punjab, Sindh, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and Baluchistan. In this 

study the area of concern was Balochistan province which lies on the south west of Pakistan.  

This province adds 347,190 km2 land mass, contributing 44% of Pakistan's entire territory 

thus making it Pakistan's biggest province. The adjoining countries include 

Afghanistan towards north and northwest, Iran towards 

southwest, Punjab and Sindh towards east, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) former North West 

Frontier Province (NWFP) and the Federally Administered Tribal Areas towards northeast. 

Arabian Sea is situated towards south of this province. This geographical location makes 

this province important region regarding FMD.  According to the Pakistan Livestock 

Census, 2006 which is carried out every ten years, the population of cattle, buffalo, sheep 

and goat in this province is 2.25, 0.31, 12.80 and 11.78 million heads respectively. 

Agriculture and Livestock largely dominates the economy of the province. Balochistan has 

thick population of sheep, which can significantly take part in the spread of disease by 

harboring virus with little or no clinical signs of the disease. 

The exact situation regarding the prevalence of different serotypes and their strains is not 

clear in Balochistan. Reason behind this could be under-reporting of the outbreaks, 

insufficient sample collection, lack of cold chain facility to carry samples and availability of 

well established diagnostic laboratory in the province, approach to the diagnostic 
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laboratories in other parts of the country for virus typing and access to the faraway areas in 

case of disease outbreak due to the lack of transport facilities. 

Keeping in view the severity and economic losses occurring due to this disease, early and 

rapid diagnosis of the disease is very important, in order to identify the serotypes, topotypes 

and strains circulating in different parts of this region. Work has been done in Pakistan for 

diagnosis and identification of circulating strains of virus but published data regarding 

Balochistan province is not available so far.  The stamping out policy cannot be 

implemented in this region due to religious, economic and political concerns, other factors 

include lengthy borders without fence and cross border movement of animals. So at present, 

the single strategy for disease management is vaccination with appropriate strains of virus.  

Sample collection is very crucial for diagnosis, training of the people involved in sampling, 

maintenance of cold chain, proper sample collection, transportation facilities for sample 

collection from far away areas with lack of travelling convenience needs to be taken in to 

consideration. 

The other aspect for the early and efficient diagnosis is the development of laboratory 

facilities at least at provincial level which is lacking in Balochistan province, only detection 

and typing through ELISA has been established by the moment which needs to be improved 

by the addition of at least RT-PCR facility. 
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Problem Statement/ Narration 

Keeping in view the current situation of FMD in this region, stamping out policy of 

controlling FMD cannot be practiced due to expense, extended boundaries and lack of plan 

including entire region instead of focusing a single country. In FMD endemic regions, either 

strategic or general vaccination using vaccines having circulating subtypes and strains of 

FMD is needed (Sutmoller et al, 2003). At present it is very important to recognize the 

circulating strains of virus in order to vaccinate the animals with appropriate vaccine in 

Balochistan.  

Significance of the Project 

This project was designed to identify and type foot and mouth disease virus from clinical 

and/or suspected cases of FMDV in Balochistan. These samples were processed for virus 

isolation and tested with the help of classical RT-PCR, real time RT-PCR and antigen 

capture ELISA. Sequencing was done for phylogenetic analysis and to describe genetic 

relationship among FMDV isolates and geographical circulation of lineages and genotypes. 

This study also provides the path to trace the source of outbreaks of the disease in this 

region.  

Virus was successfully isolated from the swab samples and one step multiplex RT-PCR was 

developed with the help of primers specially synthesized for this region. This will help in the 

early diagnosis of the disease. 
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Objectives of the Study 

1. Isolation of virus from the epithelial tissue or oral/ Throat swab samples on cell 

culture.  

2. Detection and typing of foot and mouth disease virus through (a) Conventional one 

step, multiplex RT-PCR for serotype O, A and Asia1. (b) One step, real time RT-PCR 

and (c) Antigen detection ELISA. 

3. Sequencing of genome encoding VP1 region and Phylogenetic analysis of sequences 

to define genetic relationship among FMDV isolates and genotypic prevalence of virus. 

4. Primer designing for Pakistan specially Balochistan region using the sequences 

already available in the GenBank from Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran, India and China to 

develop One step Multiplex RT-PCR classical for better detection and typing of Foot 

and mouth disease Virus in Balochistan. 

5. Comparison of different tests and different types of samples (epithelial tissue, 

oral/throat swab) to be used in this study for the diagnosis of Foot and Mouth Disease. 
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Justification 

There is a real demand to have the knowledge of circulating strains of FMDV in Balochistan 

as the data regarding FMD for Balochistan is scanty. To ascertain which strain of FMDV is 

prevailing in this region and to get exact idea about the movement of virus by Phylogenetic 

analysis is the need of time. Tests recommended by World Health Organization, Office 

International Des Epizooties (OIE), such as virus isolation, Antigen Capture ELISA, 

classical RT-PCR, real time RT-PCR are being used globally to identify and confirm the 

strains. In FMD endemic areas like Balochistan which do not have developed facilities to 

conduct all these tests, it will be essential to develop one step multiplex RT-PCR to detect 

the virus and identify the Serotype of FMDV in single reaction, which will be reliable, cost 

effective, possible to conduct is short time and less laborious. Furthermore specific primers 

designed for Balochistan, with the help of sequences of strains already identified in Pakistan, 

Afghanistan, Iran, India and China can further improve the efficiency of these techniques to 

detect and identify the strains of FMDV circulating in Balochistan. This will help to select 

vaccines with prevalent strains of virus in this region to control the disease. 
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Chapter 2  

 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 

Foot and Mouth disease is the most transmittable of the viral diseases identified so far. It can 

affect cloven footed animals including cattle, pig, sheep, goats, wild ruminants and water 

buffaloes through various routes (Kitching et al, 2002; Lewis-Rogers et al, 2008; Bachrach, 

1985; Gibbs et al.1975; Wernery and Kaaden, 2004).  The virus has ability to cause disease in 

massive number of animals in extremely short time. Although, the mortality rate is very low 

in adult animals, the disease end up with serious decline in efficiency of infected animals, 

consequently resulting in vast financial losses. FMD is grouped in List “A” of 

Transboundary Animal Diseases (TAD) of the Office international Des Epizooties (OIE), 

World Organization for Animal Health. FMDV is associated to the genus Aphthovirus of 

family Picornaviridae. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), USA does 

not consider FMD as a zoonotic disease, only one such case was reported in 1966 in Great 

Britain. 

The FMDV is further divided into seven serotypes based on the immunogenic differences. 

These take in serotype O, A, C, Asia1, SAT1, SAT2 and SAT3. The existence of these 

serotypes is due to the fact that FMDV is highly prone to mutations. This is due to the 

absence of proofreading capability of the virus. As a result, various persistently emerging 

lineages of FMDV within serotypes broaden the range of its antigenicity (Rodriguez and 

Gay, 2011). The VP1 gene shows 30-50% approximate difference among these serotypes 

(Belsham, 2005). Immunity is produced by vaccines, however only against the particular 

serotype or strain of virus included in that vaccine. The vaccinated animal is fully prone to all 

remaining serotypes and topotypes of FMDV (Rowlands et al,1983). 

Almost every livestock containing country has faced the FMD outbreaks but now many 

countries have attained disease free status (Grubman and Baxt, 2004). Currently Northern 

America, Europe, Antarctica and Australia Oceania continents are free from the disease while it 

is found on all other continents. At present this disease has been taken into consideration with 

the goal: “it is now a goal to eradicate the disease from the world”  

(FAO and OIE, 2012b). 
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FMD virus  

The FMDV is non-enveloped with icosahedral symmetry capsid which comprises of 

positive-sense, single-stranded RNA molecule of nearly 8500 nucleotides in length (Moniwa 

et al, 2007).  FMDV is small sized virus with approximately 30 nm diameter, consisting of 1A, 

1B, 1C and 1D proteins which are also termed as VP4, VP2, VP3 and VP1 correspondingly. 

These proteins, one copy of each are arranged together to form a structure called protomer, 5 

protomers combine to structure 1 pentamer and ultimately 12 pentamers assemble together to 

give rise a complete viral capsid (Forss et al, 1984; Palmenberg, 1990).  

 

The virion of FMDV is a 140S particle (Grubman and Baxt, 2004), that is attached to the 23 

or 24 residue genome-linked protein, 3B by 5′ end. A single open reading frame (ORF) 

exists in the virus genome, having 2 different instigation spots. As a result of decoding of 

polyproteins produced, more than a dozen soundly illustrated established polypeptides are 

produced besides the production of diverse range of fractional cleavage intermediates. The 3 

viral proteinases, Lpro, 2A, and 3Cpro intervene in majority of the proteolytic activities 

responsible for the production of these proteins (Mason et al, 2003). FMDV RNA is 

polyadenylated on 3′-end in addition to its covalent bond with a small protein (VPg) on 5′-

end. Translation take place as a distinct polypeptide precursor (ORF), generally viral 

protease cleaves this polypeptide to produce functional proteins (Grubman and Baxt, 2004; 

Palmenberg, 1990; Rueckert, 1996). 

 

The L/P1, P2 and P3 are the primary transitional polyproteins prepared, further transforming 

of L, 3C and 2A polyproteins brings about the creation of  littler sub items alongside 12 last 

develop proteins “ 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D, 2A, 2B, 2C, 3A, 3B, 3C and 3D”. As said over, the 

structural proteins “1A, 1B, 1C and 1D” constitute viral capsid. The 2B and 2C proteins of 

the virus restrict to ER-inferred vesicles, which are the spot for viral replication. There are 

three non-indistinguishable duplicates of the genome-connected 3B, a protein needed for the 

RNA replication of virus. Eventually, viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase is encoded by 

3D, and alongside 3A, co-restricts with ER layer cohorted replication composite. The 

positive polarity and polyadenylated 3′ end which are the special features of FMDV, put 
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together FMDV RNA to serve as messenger RNA (mRNA), making it a potentially 

infectious agent (Consuelo, 2012). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Source: (Sobrino et al, 2001) 

 

Figure 3. Representation of the surface FMDV capsid proteins which form protomers. Five of these protomers 
unite to form pentamers which ultimately structure the capsid.  
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FMDV genome Structure and Proteins 

Typically, the FMDV genome is divided into coding (ORF) and non-coding regions (NCRs) 

distributed alongside 3 distinct genomic interims:  the 5′ untranslated region (5′-UTR), 

containing non-coding nucleic acids however containing plenty of regulatory elements; the 

ORF, containing both structural and non-structural proteins and the 3′ UTR or non-coding 

region, having regulatory elements and a poly(A tail) (Consuelo, 2012). 

 

 

 

 
Source: Francisco et al, 2001. Foot-and-Mouth Disease Virus: a long known virus, but a current threat. Vet. Res, 32;1-30 

Figure 4. Scheme representing the genomic organization of FMDV. The open reading frame (ORF) along with 
diverse range of fully mature proteins are shown.  

 

 

FMDV 5′ UTR 

The 5′-UTR of FMDV has highly variable length and nucleotide sequences having 

numerous structural and functional elements that play vital role in replication and other 

physiological functions of the virus (Rueckert, 1996;  Agol et al, 1999; Paul, 2002). These 

elements of 5′ UTR include: a highly structured small fragment or “S-fragment”, an inside 

polyribocytidylic, or poly(C), a pseudoknot region, a cis-Replicating Element (cre) or 3B-

uridylylation site (bus) and a type-2 IRES. Some vital functions of these components are 

known while other needs to be explored yet (Consuelo, 2012). 

 

FMDV coding region (ORF) 

One of the two AUG codons in ORF provides a site for the initiation of protein synthesis, 

these codons are separated by means of an essential however extremely inconsistent band of 

roughly 80 to 84 nucleotides. This extensive band (ORF) is responsible for the production of 
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2330 amino acid (aa) long polyprotein with a number of important polyprotein intermediates 

(Consuelo, 2012).  

 

Leader protease (Lpro) 

The 2 AUG codons present in ORF provides initiation sites at the same time within Lpro, 

resulting in the production of two different proteins named Lab and Lb simultaneously. 

L(pro) confines to the nucleus of  cells having infection and interrupt the veracity of the 

nuclear feature. These proteins plays role to shut-off the infected cells protein production 

and limit its innate immune reaction (Consuelo, 2012).  

 

P1 coding region 

Four capsid proteins: 1A, 1B, 1C, and 1D (VP4, VP2, VP3, and VP1, respectively) integrate 

to form P1 polypeptide which starts right away after the Lpro protein. FMDV Structural 

proteins produced by the ORF of FMDV are concerned with capsid assemblage and its 

strength, virus attachment and antigenicity. The structural proteins demonstrate the utmost 

variability in the nucleotide and amino acid (aa) sequences amongst almost every viral 

proteins. VP4 does not meet this condition because of 73% to 84% conserved nucleotide 

sequences. 1A is the only structural internal capsid protein. FMDV stability and maturation 

is much dependent on structural protein 1B also known as VP2. The amino acid sequences 

for this protein are 47% conserved between and amongst various FMDV serotypes. The VP1 

or 1D is best known FMDV protein which is most inconsistent region of the FMDV genome 

with 26% conserved aa sequences between different serotypes collectively. The attachment 

and entry of the virus into the host cell, protective immune response and serotype specificity 

are the main functions of VP1 protein (Consuelo, 2012).  

 

P2 coding region 

The P2 coding region is responsible for the production of non-structural proteins (NSPs) 

which are concerned with RNA replication and viral maturation. The function of 2B protein 

is not well understood.  The highly conserved region 2C is concerned with ATPase and 

RNA binding activity in the cells having infection. It also takes part in the development of 
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membrane vesicles, at this site it co-resides with the complexes involved in replication of 

viral RNA (Consuelo, 2012).  

 

P3 coding region 

FMDV protein 3A is a membrane-linked protein localized to a reticular structure. Three 

non-identical copies of the VPg protein are produced by 3B region. This protein gives out as 

a primer for the beginning of RNA replication along with an encapsidation signal.  The 

3Cpro is a vital protease to catalyzes 10 of the 13 cleavages essential for the completion of 

FMDV polyprotein processing. In addition it is responsible for the cessation of host cell 

transcription. Replication of the RNA genome of the infection, through negative strand 

intermediates, includes a RNA-subordinate RNA polymerase, 3Dpol. A few particular 

amino acids have been resolved as crucial for keeping up the practical honesty of the 

polymerase. A NTP-tying theme and hydrophobic antigenic areas have additionally been 

depicted inside 3Dpol (Consuelo, 2012).  

 

FMDV 3′ UTR 

The 3′ end of foot-and-mouth disease virus is a requisite for the virus to cause infection and 

for IRES action stimulation. It comprises of two different components: a 90 nt untranslated 

portion (3′-NCR), and a poly(A) tract. The 3′-NCR contains a greatly preserved organization 

comprising of two loops (SL-1 and SL-2) to acts with viral and host proteins in RNA 

replication. The poly (A) tract is usually assorted in length and has a vital structural function 

in replication (Consuelo, 2012).   
 

The wide diversity of FMDV is due to a high mutation rate during each replication cycle 

(Drake and Holland, 1999) leading to quasi-species dynamics (Domingo et al., 2002) and 

recombination (Krebs and Marquardt, 1992), as a results a complex situation for the control 

of FMD is being faced globally. Foot-and-mouth disease virus is grouped into immu-

nologically different serotypes and is capable of high mutation incident (Steinhauer et al 

1992). As a result of these mutations, changes occurring can range from < 4x10-4 to 4 x 10-2 

per locus per replication (Domingo et al, 2004). To a great extent, this variation (10-2–10-3 

nucleotide changes per locus per replication) takes place in the VP1 gene. The VP1 gene has 
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639 nucleotides that are responsible to produce capsid protein.  This protein is supposed to 

take part in a vital function in cell infectivity and host immune reaction particularly humoral 

response (Domingo et al, 2004; Mohapatra et al, 2002; Samuel and Knowles, 2001b). Based 

on the quasi-species theory (Domingo et al, 2003; Domingo et al, 2004) the virus population 

can probably evolve throughout the span of the disease. The expression of infection 

including morbidity, mortality and ability to spread are likely to be different amongst the 

infected herd. The VP1 gene, along with numerous other genes is responsible for the 

virulence, replication, virus entry into host cells, and the severity of infection. As a result, 

FMDV epidemics occurring due to the strains of virus which have less similarity among 

them will possibly show extensive difference in morbidity, mortality and intraherd 

transmission in contrast with epidemics occurring due to closely associated strains of virus. 

The FMD virus is sensitive to pH changes, it survives between pH 7.2 to 7.6, and is 

inactivated at a pH below 6.0 and above 9.0. The FMDV survives at low temperatures, at 

4℃ it can survive for approximately one year, but with the increase in temperature the 

survival time decreases. For instance, FMDV can survive for ten days at 37℃ while at 56℃ 

the survival time decreases to less than thirty minutes. However, during pasteurization at 

161.6℃ for 15 seconds the virus remains intact and alive, it is recommended to heat the milk 

from infected cows at 100℃ for more than twenty minutes in order to inactivate the virus. 

The virus can remain alive in the environment and can survive in the soil for three days in 

the summer and twenty-eight days in the winter. In dried fecal material, the virus can stay 

alive for fourteen days in the summer and in winter virus can survive for six months in 

manure slurry. The virus stays alive for up to thirty-nine days in urine. In order to seize the 

activity of FMDV in slurry, it has to be heated at sixty-seven℃ for three minutes (Musser, 

2004). 

 

Genetic variability of FMDV RNA 

FMDV RNA replication is extremely error-prone due to the lack of proofreading ability of 

viral replicase resulting in high mutation rate.  This ends up in the production of genetically 

associated but non-identical viruses known as quasispecies. The presence of quasispecies in 

virulent RNA viruses supports the phenomenon of genetic flexibility and pathogenic 
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adaptation that enlarge the host range and virulence (reviewed in Domingo and Holland, 

1988; Eigen, 1971). 

Extremely conserved genomic regions have been recognized through full-length genome 

sequencing representing seven serotypes of FMDV. These regions point out efficient 

restrictions for variability (Carrillo et al, 2005; Carrillo et al, 2006). Susceptibility of FMDV 

genome nucleotide site replacement is at least 64% together with compensatory 

replacements.  The “variant” or replaceable residues contained by the FMDV genome 

mutate in reaction to damaging effects created by mutations occurring somewhere else in the 

genome. In order to maintain the existence, FMDV requires not less than 46% of the 

nucleotides. Substitution of one of these crucial residues turns into non-viable descendants.  

A maximum of 22% variation has been reported so far in highly variable couple of FMDV. 

Taking single serotype in consideration, variations are not more than 15%. There is a lot 

more to be discovered about genetic basis of biological traits related to this virus. These 

studies may include conserved regions of ORF, especially 2B exhibits 61% and 3C 59% 

invariant nucleotides besides 76% amino acids in the genetic material. The highly 

inconsistent fractions of the decoded FMDV genome Lpro, 3A, 3B plus structural proteins 

1B, 1C, and 1D propose that these proteins are subjected to well-built selective pressures 

(Consuelo, 2012). 

 

FMDV cell entry and genome replication 

In the case of FMDV infection begins with the attachment of virus to the integrin receptors 

of the structural protein VP1. The viral RNA is liberated into the cytoplasm of the cell 

having infection after the dissociation of virus particle into pentamers. FMDV make use of 

typical picornavirus method of entering the host cell, making transitional elements 

considered to stimulate membrane pores that provide way to the genome to cross through 

the endosome membrane. Initiation of viral RNA decoding and termination of cellular RNA 

decoding take place simultaneously. The production of cellular proteins is seized by viral 

proteases so as to cut cellular elongation dynamics and hold back CAP dependent decoding. 

The proteins necessary to replicate are directly attained from plus-sense virus RNA during 

its decoding. In addition anti-sense RNA is transcribed from plus-sense template with the 

help of these proteins. The anti-sense RNA subsequently serve as template for the synthesis 
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of plus-sense genome of virus (Baxt et al, 2002). Negative-sense RNA is present in one 

hundred-fold less concentration as compared to the sense RNA in the infected cells. This 

suggests the possibility that every anti-sense strand can serve as template to produce lots of 

plus-sense strands. Genome replication takes place by means of a corresponding anti-sense 

RNA template and the creation of two replicating plus-sense strands. To some extent, double 

stranded replicative intermediates may possibly be drawn in (reviewed in Mason et al, 2002; 

Baxt et al, 2002). The mechanism of capsid assembly and incorporation of virus genome 

into it are not clear yet. There are two assumptions that explain the possible methods for 

assembling pentamers into pro-virions. First scheme hypothesize that viral genome is 

incorporated  into the virus particle following capsid assembly, whereas second hypothesis 

is suggestive of parallel working of virus genome and pentamers toward the formation of 

pro-virion earlier to capsid development (Consuelo, 2012). 

 

Transmission of virus and carrier state 

It is important to identify the transmission pathway of FMDV while leading towards the control 

of spread of the disease. FMDV can be transmitted directly to the susceptible animals by direct 

contact with diseased animals or their secretions and excretions (OIE, 2012d). Indirect 

transmission can take place through contaminated motor vehicles, animal handlers, animal 

products such as milk and meat, fomites or feed infected by feces or urine of animals exposed 

to FMDV (Sutmoller et al, 2003), shared drinking water and grazing facilities, introduction 

of new animals to the herd, wildlife and migratory birds and contaminated meat, meat 

products or garbage. Animal vaccines can also serve as source of contamination, if the 

vaccines are contaminated or virus escapes from the vaccine production facilities and use of 

improperly inactivated FMD vaccines (Federal et al, 2001). In addition, FMD virus can 

travel through aerosols under favorable conditions and could cross country boundaries, 

spreading the disease (Gloster et al.2010; Mahy, 2005). 

 

Milking animals infected with FMDV secrete virus in their milk which can infect the calves. 

Milk can serve as vehicle for the spread of FMD (Callis, 1996; Hugh-Jones and Wright, 1970). 

The fat molecules present in whole milk can protect the virus particles against inactivation 
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process resulting in the presence of more virus in whole milk as compared to the skim milk 

(Tomasula and Konstance, 2004).  

 

In addition to semen, urine and feces of infected animals may carry the virus. Cattle infected 

with FMDV aerosolize large amounts of virus, which could be as high as log10 5.1 TCID50 

in 24 hours. This virus can infect in-contact animals and can also infect large neighboring 

dairy herds as a result of high collective yield of virus (Grubman and Baxt , 2004). 

 

Farm animals mostly get infection through respiratory route by the virus present in the air. 

Cattle require just 10 TCID50 of FMDV in order to ascertain the disease through inhalation 

as they are more susceptible by this route. On the other hand 10,000 times additional virus is 

required to develop the infection through abrasions on skin or mucous membrane and oral 

route (Kitching et al, 2002).  

 

After recovery from the disease, about 15-50% of become carrier because they have had 

contact with live virus. The particular sites for FMDV persistence are basal epithelium of 

pharynx and dorsal soft pellet. In several animals infected with FMD, it is possible to 

recover the virus from these sites even after more than three years in buffalo particularly, 

however the carrier stage generally last for one year. In case, live virus is isolated from an 

infected animal on day 28 of infection or afterward, these animals are considered as carrier 

animals (Kitching et al, 2002). In cattle, the persistence of FMD virus in pharyngeal region 

is estimated in years, relatively to estimate it in months (Sutmoller et al, 2003).  

 

The clinical diagnosis of FMD is not easy in sheep. The animals infected with FMDV are 

potential source for the spread of disease to other at risk animals before the appearance of 

clinical signs which is rare or prior to the detection of the disease (Grubman and Baxt, 

2004). An asymptomatic infection persists in these animals. The animals immunized against 

FMDV still have potential to become carriers if they receives sufficient live virus. Once the 

animal becomes carrier, the low level of virus is harbored in oeso-pharyngeal region and at 

the back of the throat. The level of virus present decreases with the passage of time and is 

not recoverable sufficiently (Zhang et al, 2002). 
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Once the FMDV gets passage into the host body, it multiplies at the point of entry, mucous 

membrane and lymphatic tissue of the upper respiratory area or dermis and sub dermis areas 

of a skin scraped region. Infection gets entry into the blood, dissemination in the form of 

free infection or associate to the mononuclear cells. It is then conveyed to the glandular cells 

throughout body and preference target is stratum spinosum. Secondary replication takes 

place at this site (Kitching et al, 2002C). 

 

The presence of infection for a long time without expression of clinical signs of the disease 

is termed as long asymptomatic persistent infection. This condition may possibly be present 

in ruminants subsequent to the acute stage of FMDV infection. Vaccinated animals may also 

experience persistent infection in case of exposure to the infectious virus. This kind of 

infection is referred to as carrier state and the animals experiencing the infection are called 

carrier animals. Live FMDV may possibly be found in esophageal-pharyngeal liquid of 

cattle at some stage in the convalescent phase of FMD (Van Bekkum et al, 1959). The 

infected animal could be carrier for up to three and a half years in domestic cattle. This state 

is also found in sheep and goats (Alexandersen et al, 2002). In case of African buffalo, 

carrier state could persist as long as 5 years (Condy et al, 1985). The evidence of carrier 

animals is dependent on the type of host animal, frequency of disease and protection level 

whether vaccinated or not. The rate of occurrence of carrier state varies in different species. 

The African buffalo has occurrence rate up to 50 to 70% (Condy et al, 1985), while in cattle 

and sheep differ mostly between 15 to 50% (Alexandersen et al, 2002). In carrier animals 

the virus titer is usually less in the esophageal-pharyngeal fluid. The recovery virus could 

not be possible over and over again from same animals at different time spans. Virus 

isolation from esophageal-pharyngeal fluids was thought to be the most sensitive technique 

for the detection of carrier animals. However, RT-PCR has been proved to be more sensitive 

afterwards. Most likely the recovered virus originates in the pharynx, which is also 

considered as target vicinity where virus persists in cattle (Alexandersen et al, 2002; 

Murphy et al, 1999; Zhang and Kitching, 2001). During the extensive persistence periods, 

genetic variations are most likely to occur as the virus replicates, this could probably end up 

with the evolution of novel strains of the virus (Gebauer et al, 1988; Saiz and Domingo, 
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1996; Toja et al, 1999). The exact factors responsible for the incidence and persistence of 

carrier phase needs to be explored. The persistent infection may take place as a result of 

exposure of animal to the virus during acute infection or immunization. The immune status 

of the animal may stand responsible for the level of virus replication (Alexandersen et al, 

2002).  

 

Clinical Signs 

The incubation period of FMDV is between 2-14 days, this period depends upon the 

infecting dose of virus, viral strain, age and type of host species and resistance of host 

against FMDV (Kitching et al, 2002C). The Classical signs of FMD include appearance of 

vesicles on feet, oral mucosa and mammary glands. Infection can result in appearance of 

subclinical or mild disease to sever clinical disease. Death may occur in young calves before 

the clinical disease appear as a result of the tendency of virus to invade and destroy the 

growing cardiac cells (Kitching et al, 2002C). Myocardial lesions which develop in the 

calves are known as tiger heart (Musser et al, 2004). The incidence of mortality is generally 

very low in adult animals due to FMD.  

 

The clinical signs of disease become apparent in 2 to 3 days after the animal gets infection. 

These signs may persist for 7 to 10 days. Other conditions associated with FMD are feet 

stamping, resistant to rise, lactating cattle with teat lesions are difficult in milking. After 

rupture, these lesions get secondary infection which predisposes the animal to mastitis. 

Vesicles in oral cavity split quickly, generally in 24 hours while those on feet can be seen 

for 2 to 3 days. Chronic lameness may result because delayed healing takes place in foot 

lesions, these lesions are more exposed to the secondary infections than mouth lesions. “This 

is accompanied by fever, painful blistering, lameness and loss of appetite, dramatic drop in 

milk yield, excessive salivation and nasal discharge, smacking of lips, Secondary bacterial 

mastitis and abortion commonly follows FMD signs. Yearling cattle might not be able to 

completely recover their productive capacity as a result of damaged glandular tissues due to 

the disease (Kitching et al, 2002C)”. All these conditions leads to the great economic losses 

to the farmers and even more severe losses to the livestock industry as a result of limitations 

on trading animals and their products (Mahy, 2005; OIE, 2010c). 
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Diagnosis and Viral Characterization 

The diagnosis of FMD cannot be made solely by identifying characteristic clinical signs and 

histological appearance of the infection as the conditions in other vesicular infections like 

vesicular stomatitis, vesicular exanthema and other erosive and ulcerative diseases are 

similar. Only the initial diagnosis can be made based on clinical signs, history of contact 

with FMDV infected animals or reports of the disease in the surrounding areas as it cannot 

be clinically differentiated from other diseases. Characteristic viral inclusions are not 

produced, which can support the differential diagnosis. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct 

laboratory diagnosis of any suspected case of FMD to confirm the disease (Kitching et al, 

2002C; Reid et al, 2000; Morrissy, 2011; OIE, 2008). “The diagnostic techniques 

recommended by OIE include virus isolation, nucleic acid detection technique (polymerase 

chain reaction (PCR) assays), and serological tests such as the virus neutralization test, 

solid-phase competition ELISA, liquid-phase blocking enzyme-linked immunosorbent 

assay, and nonstructural protein (NSP) antibody tests” (OIE, 2012b). In order to control the 

disease, different strategies are being used in different parts of the world depending upon the 

situation of disease prevalence. Some of the commonly focused areas for the control of 

disease include rapid diagnosis of the disease, implementation of quarantine and controlled 

movement of animals and animal products, implementation of appropriate immunization 

procedures according to the situation, and a thorough understanding of the epidemiological 

pattern of the disease (Edwards et al, 2004).   

 

Recognition of antibodies produced against Non-structural Proteins (NSPs) is a 

recommended serological tests by OIE. This test can differentiate between infected and 

vaccinated animals. The NSP detection tests can be used to get the information about virus 

replication but are not capable of identifying serotype of the virus (Ma et al, 2011; OIE, 

2012b).  

 

Nucleic acid detection of FMDV is one of the approaches used for detection and typing of 

the virus (OIE, 2012b). The Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) is a quick and more accurate 

approach and is appropriate to be used with various types of clinical samples. The sensitivity 
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of this method is many times higher than Virus Isolation. Though, this technique has been 

documented as “gold standard” for FMDV recognition in the past (Hoffmann et al, 2009). 

There are different methods of nucleic acid detection, which include reverse transcription-

polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), multiplex (mRT-PCR), and real-time RT-PCR, all 

these methods are in use for the quick detection, typing and molecular epidemiology studies 

of FMDV. The more recent technologies for molecular diagnosis which are ahead nucleic 

acid based techniques include recombinant antigen-based 3ABC-ELISA, Differentiation 

Infected from Vaccinated Animals (DIVA) based diagnosis, and DNA microarray 

technology for analyzing FMDV polymorphisms, phage display technology and pen-side 

technology (Longjam et al.2011a; Schmitz et al.2000). All of these molecular tests are 

intended to give correct and quick diagnostic result in the surveillance and control of FMD 

(Dukes et al.2006; Longjam et al.2011a).  RT-PCR amplification of FMDV RNA followed by 

sequence analysis is the recent ideal choice to generate sequence information for the 

comparative study of sequences (OIE, 2012e). 

 

The molecular epidemiology of FMDV helps to define genetic relationship and genotypic 

distribution of virus, depending on the evaluation of genetic variation of virus serotypes and 

their topotypes. The genetic correlation of vaccine strains and circulating strains for entire 

serotypes has been published on the basis of sequences obtained from the 1D gene which 

encodes for VP1 viral protein (Knowles and Samuel, 2003). Evaluation of complete genome 

sequences can present additional bias among closely linked viruses and assist to re-establish 

the course of spread among farms within disease epidemic (Cottam et al, 2008). 

  

The (VP) 1 region of FMD viruses, which is the most variable region and has prime 

importance to define genetic relationship between FMD virus isolates as well as the 

geographical distribution of lineages and genotypes by Phylogenetic analysis. This 

parameter for the analysis of FMDV is being used with great success throughout the world. 

These techniques also help to ascertain genetic and geographical association among 

topotypes and to map out the source of infection. Topotypes are described as “geographical 

group of viruses that outline a distinct genomic lineage usually sharing >85% (O, A, C, and 

Asia 1) or >80% (SAT 1, SAT 2, and SAT 3) nucleotide individuality in the VP1-coding 
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region: reviewed in (Sahle et al, 2004; Knowles and Samuel, 2003; Samuel & Knowles, 

2001b; Armstrong et al, 1994; Kitching et al, 1989; Martín, et al, 1995 Dawe et al, 1994; 

Marquardt & Haas, 1988; Pattnaik et al, 1998; Samuel  et al, 1997; Samuel et al, 1999; 

Vosloo  et al, 1992; Stram et al, 1995; DoPAZO et al, 1988; Usman Waheed, 2009; Saiz et 

al, 1993; Kasambula et al, 2012; Nunez et al, 2001). 

 

Additionally, RT-PCR combined with sequence analysis has turn into an essential means for 

the speedy characterization of virus isolated from field samples and to outline the source of 

new epidemic. Sequence study has primarily been focused on VP1 gene. This region carries 

the greatly variable antigenic site and it permits derivation of revealing Phylogenetic 

comparisons. The Phylogenetic study of VP1 gene provides considerable information for 

serotype O, A, C, Asia1, SAT 1 and SAT 2. The OIE/FAO World Reference Laboratory for 

foot-and-mouth disease, Pirbright, UK maintains a website containing FMDV sequence 

information (http://www.iah.bbsrc.ac.uk/virus/ Picornaviridae/aphthovirus/fmdv.htm).  

 

Control 

The “Progressive Control Pathway for Foot and Mouth Disease (PCP-FMD)” is the current 

strategy adopted by Food and Agriculture Organization and OIE for the control and 

eradication of FMD throughout the world by the year 2020 (FAO, 2011).  According to this 

strategy, OIE has set measures for the control of the disease. These recommended measures 

include zoning approach depending upon the disease distribution, routine and emergency 

vaccination, surveillance programe, and stamping out policy (OIE, 2012c).  

 

It is recommended by OIE to restrict the movement of animals and vehicles as soon as 

possible after the disease outbreak in an area. Strict quarantine measures should be taken 

followed by the surveillance and tracking of source of infection. FMD outbreak is a more 

alarming threat for the FMD-free countries, therefore it is the matter of serious concern if an 

outbreak occurs in the country of origin for the import of animals and animal products. 

These countries should immediately stop import from an outbreak region (Kahn, 2010; OIE, 

2012f). 
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The high genetic diversity of FMD virus along with the variation in geographical circulation 

and incidence of different serotypes and their topotypes makes the diagnosis and control of 

the disease much complicated (Sahle et al, 2004; Knowles and Samuel, 2003). With the aim 

of FMD control, there is need to recognize: infection source, association among epidemics, 

intensity of differences in genome of the disease causing virus, and the relevance of the 

serotypes and strains of FMDV circulating in field to the vaccines being used.  

 

Global foot and mouth disease situation (Geographical prevalence of FMDV serotypes) 

 

The distribution of FMDV seven serotypes (O, A, Asia1, Sat1, 2, 3 and C) is not even 

globally (Figure 5). The South African Territories 1, 2 and 3 serotypes are generally limited 

to sub-Saharan Africa. Serotype O and A has wide-ranging circulation, prevailing in various 

areas of Africa, south Asia, Far East (except serotype A) and Southern America. Serotpe C 

occurrence is limited to the Indian sub-continent while serotype Asia1 is generally found 

only in south Asia. At present, European countries, Northern and Central America, 

Greenland, Australasia and Oceania have disease free status. The entire FMDV serotypes 

bunch together into type-specific lineages based upon nucleotide or amino acid sequences 

(Knowles and Samuel, 2003). The collective prevalence of FMD serotypes demonstrate that 

6 out of 7 serotypes of FMDV “O, A, C, SAT-1, SAT-2, SAT-3” arise in Africa, whereas 

Asia assert with 4 serotypes “O, A, C, Asia-1”, and Southern America with just 3 “O, A, C”. 

At times, invasion of serotype SAT-1 and SAT-2 from Africa into the Middle East has taken 

place (Donaldson, 1999; Valarcher et al., 2004). With the arrival of molecular biology tools, 

it is now possible to accomplish genomic classification of virus strains along with marking 

out of strains isolated from epidemics  more precisely  as compared to the serological 

techniques (Knowles and Samuel, 2003). Taking advantage of these techniques, grouping of  

different countries has been done in epidemiological clusters based on the prevalence of 

topotypes within each serotype (Rweyemamu et al, 2008). Globalization ends up with the 

increase in FMD outbreaks not only on local or regional level but also on international level, 

type O Pan-Asian lineage is one of the examples (Knowles et al, 2005; Cottam et al, 2006). 
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Serotype A 

FMDV serotype A is the most varied serotype in respect to its genetic variability and 

antigenicity. In this serotype, thirty further subtypes have been identified. These factors 

collectively make it exceptionally difficult to control the disease occurrence through 

vaccination, caused by this serotype (Kitching, 2005). Phylogenetic analysis of whole VP1 

gene sequence revealed that type A virus isolated from Africa is greatly different and 

grouped into three genotypes: Euro-SA, Asia and Africa. FMD outbreaks which occurred in 

Afghanistan, turkey, India, Bhutan, Malaysia and Yemen in 2011 and in Myanmar 2010, 

serotype A was found to be responsible (OIE, 2011). FMD type A Iran-05 was found to 

cause the disease outbreaks in Pakistan, Egypt, Kazakhstan and Thailand in 2012 

(WRLFMD, 2012). 

 

Serotype O 

FMDV serotype O is less diverse as compared to serotype A. Serotype O has been classified 

in to many lineages which include Cathay, ME-SA “Middle East-South Asia”, SEA “South-

East Asia”, Euro-SA “Europe-South America”, ISA-1 “Indonesia-1”, ISA-2 “Indonesia-2”, 

EA “East Africa” and WA “West Africa” (Knowles et al, 2001c; Abubakar et al, 2012). 

FMD Serotype O shows extensive distribution all around the world, particularly in south 

Asia and Middle East countries (Valarcher et al, 2004). FMD serotype O, Pan-Asia lineage 

was reported in Japan, Korea, Mongolia, Russia, U.K, France, and Southern Africa during 

2000–2006 (Cottam et al, 2006). South East Asian countries where serotype O is prevalent 

includes Taiwan, China, Hong Kong, Thailand and Myanmar, Pakistan in Central Asia. In 

Middle East this serotype was reported in Yemen, Egypt and UAE during 2009 (WRLFMD, 

2009). Serotype O was also responsible for the outbreaks in Turkey, Oman, Afghanistan, 

Pakistan, India, china and Korea during 2010- 2011 (OIE, 2011). These outbreaks continued 

to occur during 2011 in China, South Korea, Japan, Mongolia, Russia, and North Korea 

(Knowles et al, 2012). This serotype has also been reported to be responsible for various 

epidemics of the disease in Bangladesh during many past years (Loth et al, 2011; Islam et 

al, 2001). In Pakistan during 2002-2008 pak-98, Iran-2001 Pan Asia or Pan-Asia-II 2006 

lineages of serotype O were identified and this group of virus belongs to ME-SA topotype 

(Usman et al, 2009; Saeed et al, 2011; Abubakar et al, 2009; Klein et al, 2008; Knowles et 
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al, 2005). Pan Asia II lineage was found in Iran, Bahrain, Afghanistan, Israel, Pakistan, 

Egypt and Taiwan during 2011-2012 (WRLFMD, 2012). 

 

Serotype Asia 1 

In Pakistan, FMD serotype Asia 1 was reported during 1954 (Brooksby and Rogers, 1957). 

This serotype has also been reported in European countries and Greece during 1984. The 

sequences of these viruses were highly correlated to the virus reported in Middle East 1983. 

Serotype Asia 1 has less genetic variability with 85% nucleotide similarity as compared to 

other FMDV serotypes (Ansell et al, 1994). It is claimed that in 1970s serotype Asia 1 virus 

progressed through Pakistan to Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq and Turkey (Firoozi et al, 1974). In 

Indian subcontinent and in neighboring countries serotype Asia 1 has been evident 

constantly (Valarcher et al, 2009). Serotype Asia 1 was reported to prevail in Kyrgyzstan 

and Tajikistan in 2004 while during the year 2005-2006 it was reported in Eastern Russia, 

Mongolia and in some regions of China (Valarcher et al, 2005a). In 2011, this serotype was 

reported in Turkey, India and Afghanistan (WRLFMD, 2012). 

 

Serotype C 

FMDV serotype C has narrow geographical distribution with restricted prevalence in 

contrast with other serotypes of FMDV, serotype C was reported in European countries, 

Southern America, East Africa, Northern Africa, Angola and south Asia. Serotype C was 

eradicated from Europe and South America through vaccination; it vanished in Africa and 

other Asian countries and has not been detected in Asia since 1995 leading to sanguinity that 

FMD serotype C has lost its presence in Asia. In Philippines FMDV serotype C was 

prevalent till 1991 after which none of the outbreak was reported to be due to serotype C 

(Abubakar et al, 2012). In Pakistan, last outbreak due to serotype C was reported in 1995 

(Jamal et al, 2010). 

 

Serotypes SAT (South African Territories-1, 2, 3) 

The SAT serotypes of FMDV prevail in southern and eastern Africa and in sub-Sahara 

Africa (Vosloo et al, 1995). In general, these serotypes prevail only in sub-Saharan Africa. 

African buffalo serves as natural host for SAT serotypes which include SAT1, SAT2 and 
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SAT3. Carrier state of African buffalo to sustain SAT serotypes in Southern Africa has been 

proved in numerous studies (Vosloo et al, 2004). FMDV serotype SAT-2 caused 20 

outbreaks in several areas of Egypt, it was also reported in Libya during 2012 (WRLFMD, 

2012).  
 

 
Figure 5 Map of geographical distribution of FMDV serotypes (compiled by Nick Knowles, available at 
www.iah.bbsrc.ac.uk/virus/picornaviridae/aphthovirus). 
 

FMD is the economically most devastating transboundary disease of domestic animals 

worldwide. Its control has worth to benefit the FMDV endemic regions (Kivaria, 2003; 

Perry and Grace, 2009). The approach led down to accomplish this target is named as the 

“Progressive Control Pathway for Foot and Mouth Disease” (PCP-FMD) under which a 5-

phase plan has been developed in order to direct regional and national authorities in 

emerging risk-based FMD management approach on the basis of defined actions and 
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headway phases. The stage 0 covers the condition of lack of  information and control 

procedures regarding FMD while stage 5 correspond to freedom from disease (FAO-OIE, 

2012b). 

 

FMD Situation in Pakistan 

Pakistan is a vast country with massive ruminant population and having common borders 

with India, Afghanistan, China and Iran. FMD is endemic in these countries except China, 

animal movement is usually observed from one side of the border to the other side which 

leads to the movement of FMDV. A considerable work has been done regarding the 

molecular epidemiology of FMDV in India (Hemadri et al, 2002), Afghanistan (Schumann 

et al, 2008), China (Sumption et al, 2008) and Iran (Perez et al, 2005) has already been 

done. In such scenario, there was a real demand to have the knowledge of prevalent and 

circulating strains of FMDV in Balochistan province of Pakistan, connected to Afghanistan 

and Iran, in order to ascertain which strain of FMDV is prevailing and to get exact idea 

about the movement of virus by phylogenetic analysis. Stamping out policy for the control 

of FMD cannot be implemented due to cost, long borders and also requires a regional 

control strategy for this region regardless of the countries. Under the present circumstances 

only vaccination can be helpful for the management of FMD in Pakistan (Anjum et al, 

2006). 

 

In Pakistan, FMD is recurrent and epidemics cause huge economic losses in cattle and 

buffaloes, resulting in reduced productive ability, decrease in weight and death in young 

stock. At present, the animal population of Pakistan is extremely susceptible to FMD with 

notable variation in course, severity and prevalence of disease, this is possible due to the 

import of exotic animals and cross-breeding among local animals (Hussain et al, 2008). 

Previously this disease was considered as a recurrent disease, however at present, it prevails 

in mild or acute form all over Pakistan round the year (Hussain et al, 2008; Waheed et al, 

2007). 

 

FMD prevails extensively in Pakistan and serotype O has been reported to be responsible for 

large number of outbreaks in the country (Abubakar et al, 2012; Rweyemamu et al, 2008; 
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Jamal et al, 2010; Jamal et al, 2011; Schumann et al, 2008). The prevalence rates of  FMD 

serotypes O, Asia1 and A in Pakistan are 70%, 25% and 4.7% respectively (Zulfiqar, 2003). 

According to (Abubakar et al, 2009), FMDV type A and Asia-1 were major strains 

identified in the samples collected from Sindh province and serotype O and A were the 

foremost serotypes identified in samples collected from Punjab province. This difference 

could possibly be due to the reason that several samples were taken from same epidemics or 

could possibly show un equality in sample collection around the country (Jamal et al, 2011). 

 

The FMDV type A is considered to have highest diversity in its genetic and antigenic 

features (Knowles & Samuel, 2003). This high intensity of variation makes it complicated to 

avoid the infection through vaccines (Kitching, 2005). Additionally, management of FMD is 

persistently confronted by the evolution of fresh viral strain (Jamal et al, 2011). 

 

Pakistan’s Cattle colonies in different regions of the country receive infected animals 

regularly resulting in the spread FMDV into Indus River buffalo area in the province of 

Sindh and Punjab and dairy areas in other provinces. Buffalo movement towards 

Afghanistan brings infection into the midway marketplaces in central areas of the country. 

FMDV is in circulation in all parts of the country, formalized vaccine being used is making 

situation more questionable regarding its effectiveness and ability to cause the disease (Beck 

and Strohmaier, 1987). The eastern area of ‘Afghanistan’ which has its boundaries with 

Pakistan has a lot of movement for trade especially resulting in the uncontrolled movement 

of virus to and from these countries. The states of Central Asia like Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, 

Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan witness widespread FMDV serotypes O and 

Asia1. The virus may spread from Afghanistan into Tajikistan and then to Kazakhstan due to 

movement of animals where high prices attracts the owners (Rweyemamu et al, 2008). 

 

In adjoining country India, (Subramaniam et al, 2012) portray the status of FMD and stated 

that FMDV serotype O, A and Asia1are prevailing in their country. Serotype O has been 

reported to be the cause of 80% of the established outbreaks/cases, while Asia1 and A were 

responsible for 12% and 8%, correspondingly. In endemic areas like Indian subcontinent, 

the consequence of high variability of FMDV is evolution of new virulent strains.  As a 
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result of wide spread, these strains have resulted in destructive epidemics in countries 

having disease-free status (Brito et al, 2012). 

 

Vaccines and Vaccination 

As described by OIE, vaccine having a particular serotype of FMDV is not capable to give 

protection against remaining serotypes. This vaccine might not protect fully against diverse 

range of strains belonging to that particular serotype. Animal formerly attacked by a 

serotype is equally exposed to all other FMDV serotypes. Suitable vaccinal strain assortment 

is a vital component in order to manage FMD. This is also essential for the appliance of 

immunization programme in FMD-prevalent areas besides establishment and maintenance 

of vaccinal virus reserves for the use in case of new FMD outbreaks. Due to the numerous 

serotypes of FMDV in circulation, recognition of the serotype affecting specific region is 

necessary in order to select the most suitable antigens for addition in a vaccine preparation. 

Vaccinal virus strains can be chosen on the bases of epidemiological information gathered 

from isolation of virus at various phases of an epidemic, geographically distinct site or from 

distinct infected animals (Alonso et al, 1987). The selection of vaccine strains has been 

discussed by (Paton et al, 2005). 

 

Animal Movement 

Animal movement is the root cause of increasing evidence of FMD. Livestock markets 

specially held at the festival of Eid ul Azha plays a key part in the amplified FMD incidence 

in Pakistan. A huge number of animals are moved about for sacrifice on this occasion every 

year. In a number of reported out-breaks, introduction of unsold animals from these markets 

have been witnessed. The movement of animals is thought to be the chief threat to introduce 

various communicable infections together with FMDV in the regions having disease free 

status (Horst et al, 1999; Gilbert et al, 2005; Bigras-Poulin et al, 2006; Green et al, 2006; 

Kiss et al, 2006). 

 

Immunization against FMD is the recognized approach for controlling disease outbreak. 

Emergency vaccination together with rapid culling was helpful to restrict the spread of FMD 

in countries like Al-bania (1996), Korea (2000), South Africa (2000), Uru-guay (2001), and 
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the Netherlands (2001). This has been an endorsed mean for the control of outbreaks in the 

United Kingdom in the outbreak of 2001. The continuous evolution and diverse range of the 

virus strains circulating in the field is a big hurdle for the recognition of viral strains 

required to be included in the vaccines being used in the particular area or countrie opting 

vaccination as a strategy for the control and eradication of FMD. Therefore, quantitative 

information is a prerequisite which should cover all parameters of FMDV variability in 

order to prevent and control the disease in Indian subcontinent (Brito et al, 2012). 

 

FMD endemic regions throughout the globe are soaring-threat regions to bring in the disease 

into disease-free states besides the evolution of new lineages of virus. Consequently, an 

ongoing surveillance of the disease is desirable in favor of timely detection and perceptive 

of up-coming threat or transformations in the disease situation globally. The recognition and 

categorization of newly emerging lineages of virus is of particular curiosity, which could be 

indicative of need for the changes in currently used vaccinal strains. A/IRN/2005 is an 

immense example of emergence and spread of FMDV. In 2005, this newly emerged subtype 

of serotype “A” spread all over Iran and progressed towards west in Saudi Arabia and 

Turkey. In the year 2007, this subtype arrived at Jordan while in 2006 it was identified in 

Pakistan. Furthermore, A/IRN/2005 has been established for its high virulence and ability to 

infect cattle of all ages severely (Klein et al, 2007). 

 

Economic importance  

FMD has a great economical concern although it does not cause high mortality in mature 

animals. It can cause death in young animals due to myocarditis. Conditions due to which 

economic losses occur include reduces milk production, loss of body condition, treatment 

cost and abortion, these are considered as direct economic losses, secondary infections like 

mastitis, foot-rot resulting in chronic lameness and delayed healing, pneumonia, reduced fat 

percentage, heat intolerance and reduced draught efficiency are considered as indirect losses. 

FMD on its own is the major limitation to global trade of animals and their products from 

FMD endemic countries. 
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There is an utmost need for finding the causative strain (serotype/ topotype) infecting these 

precious animals. To achieve this goal, the present study is designed for recognition and 

sorting of strains of Foot and Mouth Disease Virus circulating in Balochistan. Work has 

been done on FMD in Pakistan, but data regarding Balochistan province is not available. In 

this regard data generated for genotypes and topotypes present in Balochistan will serve as a 

milestone for the control of FMD in this region by vaccinating animals with strains of virus 

currently in circulation.  
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Chapter 3 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 

Assortment and processing of samples  

The samples were collected from Quetta city and its surrounding areas, 35 samples 

(named Pak-1 to Pak-35) were collected from suspected FMD-infected cattle during 

2011. The samples comprised of two epithelial tissue samples and 33 mouth and throat 

swab samples. Epithelial tissue was collected in 0.04 molar phosphate buffer containing 

50% glycerol and 1% Gentamicin Sulfate @ 50mg/ml (Fluka Biochemika), pH 7.2-7.6. 

Samples were transported to the laboratory in ice and preserved at -80℃. 

After thawing, tubes were cleaned with disinfectant to remove any contamination outside 

the tube and epithelial tissue with transport buffer was collected in 15 ml falcon tube. 

The pH of the transport medium of each sample was checked and noted.  Centrifugation 

of these tubes was carried out at 3000 x g for 10 min, supernatant was collected in 4.5ml 

cryogenic vial and the tube containing epithelial tissue was weighed to note the weight of 

epithelium, 2ml cell culture medium without Fetal Calf Serum (FCS) (Minimum 

Essential Medium with L-glutamine and 2.5% v/v HEPES supplemented with 2% 

Penicillin G Sodium 10000 U/ml and Streptomycin 10 mg/ml) was added to the 

epithelial tissue, mixed and centrifugation was carried out at 3000 x g for 10 min and 

supernatant was collected. Same step was repeated for second washing and supernatant 

was collected in the same tube. Washing media, 10% w/v was added to the epithelial 

tissue. This media containing epithelial tissue was added to the sterilized sand. Grinding 

was done using a mortar and pestle to get homogeneous mix of sample. This homogenate 

was collected in 15ml falcon tube and was centrifuged at 5000 x g for 5 minutes, the 

supernatant was collected as pure sample. 

Oral and throat Swab Samples were collected in a 15ml falcon tube and centrifuged at 

7000 x g for 10 min to obtain the pellet of epithelial cells. Supernatant was collected in 

new tube and pellet was weighed. The pellet was washed twice with 2ml of MEM with 

2% antibiotics (Penicillin G Sodium 10000 U/ml and Streptomycin 10 mg/ml) and the 

supernatant was collected in separate tube. Ten % w/v media was added to it and ground 

with sterile sand with a mortar and pestle. Supernatant was collected and centrifuged. 

Supernatant thus obtained as a result was considered as pure sample.   
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PLACE OF 
SAMPLING

 
Figure 6 Location of sample collection in and around Quetta city where 35 epithelial/ mouth and throat 

swab samples from clinically affected/ suspected animals were collected during the year 2011. 
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The original swab sample was divided initially into two parts, transport medium and 

cotton swab. Transport medium was centrifuged to get the pellet which was washed and 

ground with sterile sand, centrifuged again, supernatant was used as sample and pellet 

was also used as sample. On the other hand cotton swab was homogenized using sterile 

beads in homogenizer, centrifuged and supernatant was used as sample. Transport 

medium supernatant, pellet and cotton swab were analyzed separately in order to check 

that from which sample FMDV can be isolated more efficiently as attempt was made to 

isolate virus from swab sample and which sample is more suitable for the genome 

detection through RT-PCR conventional and real time. The samples were preserved at -

80℃ in the following forms until further processing: 

1. Cotton Swab 

2. Transport Medium (Buffer Glycerol) 

3. Washing medium supernatant 

4. Sand  

5. Pure sample 

All of the above mentioned forms of sample were analyzed at ANSES, Maisons Alfort, 

France using different techniques i.e. Virus Isolation, Antigen Capture ELISA, RNA 

Extraction manual and with the help of robot, genome detection through One step duplex 

real time RT-PCR, Conventional one step multiplex RT-PCR, One step RT-PCR for 

sequencing and Transfection for the samples negative for virus isolation but positive for 

RT-PCR.  

Comparison of the results obtained in these techniques was done on the basis of different 

sample types and different techniques to see the sensitivity of techniques used for 

different type of samples. 

 

Svanodip Test 

This test was performed for epithelial and swab samples with SVANODIP® FMDV-Ag 

kit (Boehringer Ingelheim Svanova, Sweden). This is a test to detect FMDV in swab and 

tissue samples, preferably using vesicle fluid and epithelium lesions in acute stage of 

infection.  

 

Briefly 200µl grinding supernatant of cell pellet was deposited in the test strip (S cup) 

and allowed to stand for 10 minutes and the strip was observed for the appearance of 

indicator line for positive sample in (T) and for  internal control in (C). Strips showing 
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negative results were further allowed to stand for up to 30 minutes and observed in the 

same way. 

 

Virus Isolation 

One of the major aspects of this project was to set up protocol for the isolation of FMD 

virus from swab samples, as glycerol present in transport medium (Buffer Glycerol) is 

toxic for the cells and cause the destruction of cells. Samples were processed in such a 

way that glycerol was removed from the samples by repeated washing and epithelial 

cells were collected which were expected to have virus particles. 

 

Virus isolation was performed on “Foetal goat tongue cell line ZZ-R 127” grown in 24 

well plate (P24) plates with the cell concentration of 3x104 cells per ml. One week old 

culture of cells was used for inoculation of virus. Depending upon the volume collected 

after weighing and adding 10% w/v media, the samples were used for virus inoculation 

with pure sample (200µl pure sample), Half dilution (100µl pure sample + 100µl media) 

and 10th dilution (20µl pure sample + 180 µl media) along with cell control on ZZ-R 127 

cell line in P24 plates already prepared.  

 

After discarding the growth media, cells were washed with 500µl media without serum, 

supplemented with 2% antibiotic per well of P24 plate. This media was discarded from 

all wells after few minutes in order to wash the cells. These cells were then inoculated 

with samples (pure sample, half dilution and tenth dilution) in the respective wells in 

duplicate, in addition one negative control well with each dilution was used and 

incubated at 37°C for one hour. Inoculum was collected from each well and 500µl fresh 

media was added per well followed by incubation at 37°C in 5% CO2.  Plates were 

observed for the appearance of CPE at different intervals post infection. Any markable 

appearance of CPE was recorded and the wells with CPE were photographed along with 

the tissue control wells. Virus obtained from the samples positive with virus isolation 

was propagated in T25 for virus production.   

 

Antigen Capture Elisa 

Antigen detection ELISA was done to detect and type FMDV as per manufacturers 

instructions with antigen capture ELISA Kit (Serotype O, A, Asia-1 and C) from 

IZSLER, Biotech laboratory, Italy. Pure sample as well as virus obtained from P-25 from 
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virus isolation positive samples in virus production on ZZ cells were used in ELISA for 

detection and typing of FMDV. 

 

In this sandwich ELISA selected combinations of anti-FMDV monoclonal antibodies 

(MAbs) were used as coated and conjugated antibodies in order to detect and type 

FMDV type O, A, Asia1 and C along with pan-FMDV. Six samples were tested at one 

time in accordance with the plate organization (Fig 7), in addition one positive control 

for each of FMDV serotypes O, A, Asia1, C along with negative control were also run. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7 Plate layout of the FMDV antigen detection ELISA 

 

Briefly 50µl/ well of the sample were added to the 12 wells of a row. Two replicates for 

each type-specific catching MAb and for the pan FMDV MAb while 50 µl/ well of  the 

diluent buffer was added in all wells of G and H (positive and negative controls). The 

plate was kept for 1 hour at room temperature followed by washing with 200 µl/ well of 

washing solution three times. Pan FMDV MAb, HRPO (horseradish peroxidase) 

conjugate, 50 µl/ well was added; after covering plates were and kept at room 

temperature for 1 hour. Four times washing of the plates was done and substrate/ 

chromogen solution, 50 µl/ well was added followed by incubation of covered plates at 

room temperature for 20 min in dark. Stop solution, 50 µl /well was added to stop the 

reaction, following the same order used for the substrate solution. Contents of the wells 

were mixed immediately after blocking and optical density (OD) value of each well was 

recorded at 450 nanometer wavelength by means of microplate reader.  

   O      A              A          Asia1          C       Pan-FMDV 

Sample 

Sample 

Sample 

Sample 

Sample 

Sample 

- Control 

+ Control 
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Criteria for the test validity according to the manufacturer was that positive controls were 

expected to give OD values of 1.0 units or higher in the type-specific reactions and in 

pan-FMDV reaction. The negative control usually gives OD values lower than 0.1 in all 

wells. 

 

RNA Extraction 

RNA extraction was performed with “QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit” (Qiagen, Crawley, 

West Sussex, UK) following the manufacturers instructions except the last step, where 

100µl of AVE buffer was used instead of 60µl. The RNA was kept at -80°C in two 

aliquots of 50µl each to avoid freezing thawing. Water sample was used as RNA-free 

negative control in each extraction.  

 

QIAcube Robot was used for RNA extraction where necessary and to compare the 

results of manual RNA extraction and RNA extracted through robot. Same kit was used 

as per manufacturers instructions for robot. Negative control of extraction was used 

during each extraction. 

 

Briefly, adding 140 μl of sample to 560µl “Buffer AVL–carrier RNA”, contents of the 

tube were mixed by pulse-vortexing for 15s followed by incubation at room temperature 

(15–25°C) for 10 min, 560 μl of ethanol (96–100%) mixed with sample through pulse-

vortexing for 15s, 630 μl of this solution was taken in to the QIAamp Mini column, 

filtered through centrifugation twice. Buffer AW1 500 μl was filtered through the 

column by centrifugation followed by 500 μl of buffer AW2. At the end 100 μl of Buffer 

AVE was used to elute the RNA, this RNA was kept at -80℃ for advance processing. 

 

One step duplex real time RT-PCR (3D and β-actine) 

One step duplex real time RT-PCRs to detect Pan-FMDV and for FMDV typing were 

carried out as described by Gorna et al, 2014. Two targets were detected simultaneously 

in each rt-RT-PCR: FMDV 3D coding sequence and cellular β-actin gene (as internal 

control) for Pan-FMDV detection and FMDV VP1 coding sequence (for type O, A or 

Asia-1) and β-actin gene for virus typing. The first-strand cDNA synthesis (reverse 

transcription) reaction and PCR reaction were performed in the same tube by using 

“AgPath-ID™ one-Step RT-PCR Reagents” (Applied Biosystems). RT-PCR primers and 
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probes employed in the present study have been described earlier (Callaham et al 2002; 

Toussaint et al, 2007; Reid et al, 2008). 

 
Table 2 Reactives  used in One step duplex real time RT-PCR (3D and β-actine) 

REACTIVES 

FMD  

Reaction X 1  

 Final 

Concentration 

Volume 

(µl) 

Ultrapure Water (DNase RNase Free) 

 

1.4 

Buffer 2X 1x 12.5 

RT-PCR mix 25X 1x 1 

Primer sens FMD 10µM 0.4 µM 1 

Primer antisens FMD (IRES 100µM !!!!!) 3D 

10µM 0.4 µM 1 

Probe (FAM-TAMRA) (IRES) 5µM (3D)10µM 0.2 µM 0.5 

Primer sens B-actine 10µM 0.4µM 1 

Primer antisens B-actine 10µM 0.4µM 1 

Probe (VIC-TAMRA) (IPC) 5µM  0.12µM 0.6 

Total distribution per well (µL) 20µl 

Volume of RNA per well 5µl 

 

A final volume of 25µl of reaction mixture containing 1.4µl of ultra pure water 

(DNase/RNase free) for (3D) or 0.9µl for ( O, A, asia1), 12.50 µl of 1xbuffer, 1 µl of 

1xRT-PCR mix (enzyme), 1.6µM 1µl of forward/reverse primer (O, A, Asia-1) or 0.4 

µM 1.00 µl of forward/reverse primer (3D), 0.2 µM 0.50 µl of probe FAM-TAMRA 

(3D) or  0.45µM 1µl of probe FAM-TAMRA (O, A, Asia-1), 0.4µM 1.0µl of 

forward/reverse primer β actin,  0.4 µM 0.6µl of probe VIC-TAMRA and 5 µl RNA. 

Thermal cycler conditions were set as under: 

1 cycle of reverse transcription at 45℃ for 10 min, 1 cycle of denaturation at 95℃ for 10 

min, 45 cycles of PCR at 95℃ for 15 seconds followed by 45 cycles of elongation at 

60℃ for 1 minute. 
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Table 3 Composition of reaction mix for One step duplex real time RT-PCR for Serotyping of FMDV 

(VP1and β-actine) 

Reactive 

Pair of Primers 

FMD type O FMD type A FMD type Asia 

Reaction x 1 
Final 

concentration 

Volume 

µl 

Final 

concentration 

Volume 

µl 

Final 

concentration 

Volume 

µl 

Ultrapure water 

(DNase, RNase free)   0.9   0.9   0.9 

Buffer 2X 1X 12.5 1X 12.5 1X 12.5 

RT-PCR mix 25X 1X 1 1X 1 1X 1 

Primer sens 10µM 1.6µM 1 1.6µM 1 1.6µM 1 

Primer antisens 10µl 1.6µM 1 1.6µM 1 1.6µM 1 

Probe (FAM-

TAMRA) 11.25µM 

(11.2µl 100µM + 

88.8µl water) 0.45µM 1 0.45µM 1 0.45µM 1 

Primer sens β-actine 

10µM 0.4µM 1 0.4µM 1 0.4µM 1 

Primer antisens β-

actine 10µM 0.4µM 1 0.4µM 1 0.4µM 1 

Probe (VIC-TAMRA) 

(IPC) 5µM 0.12µM 0.6 0.12µM 0.6 0.12µM 0.6 

Total distribution per 

well (µl) 20 20 20 

Volume of RNA per 

well 5µl 5µl 5µl 
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Table 4 Thermalcycler programme for One step duplex real time RT-PCR 

AB7300 Thermalcycler Programme  

Steps Temperature Time Number of Cycles 

Reverse Transcription 45℃ 10min 1X 

Denaturation 95℃ 10min 1X 

PCR 95℃ 15sec 45X 

45X Analysis Mode (Quantification) 60℃ 1min 

 

Conventional one step multiplex RT-PCR for FMDV typing  

One step multiplex RT-PCR (Le VP et al, 2011) was performed to detect serotypes O, A 

and Asia1 by means of One Step RT-PCR Kit (Qiagen) as per manufacturer directions. 

In this protocol 3 forward primers, each specific for types O, A and Asia-1 (VN-O-F, 

VN-A-F, VN-As-F) and a single reverse primer (VN-VP1-R) were used. In a total 

volume of  25µl, the PCR reaction mix contained RNase free water 12.2µl, buffer 5x one 

step RT-PCR 5.0µl, dNTPs mix 1.0µl, forward primer 100µM 0.2µl for serotype O, A 

and Asia-1 each, reverse primer 100µM 0.2µl, one step RT-PCR enzyme mix 1.0µl and 

5µl RNA. 
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Table 5 Reactive concentrations used for RT-PCR multiplex (Serotype O, A and Asia1) 

Genotyping 

Reactive 
Multiplex mix for genotype  

O, A and Asia-1 

  Volume per reaction (µl) 

RNAse free water 12.2 

5X One-Step RT-PCR Buffer 5 

dNTPs (mix) 1 

Primer sens Type O (100μM) 0.2 

Primer sens Type A (100μM) 0.2 

Primer sens Type Asia1 (100μM) 0.2 

Primer antisens (100μM) 0.2 

One–Step RT-PCR enzyme Mix 1 

Total distribution per well 20 

Volume of RNA per well (µl) 5 

 

After reverse transcription step at 50°C for 30min and hot start Taq activation at 95℃ for 

10 min, 35 PCR cycles were performed as under, denaturation at 95°C for 1 min, 

hybridization at 58°C for 1 min, elongation at 72℃ for 1min, final elongation at 72℃ for 

10 min and stand by at 15℃. 

 
Table 6 Thermalcycler programme for RT-PCR multiplex (Serotype O, A and Asia1) 

Hot start Taq activation 10min 95℃ X1 

Denaturation 1min 95℃ X35 

Hybridization 1min 58℃ 

Elongation 1min 72℃ 

Final Elongation 10min 72℃ 

Stand By  15℃ 

 

NTC and at least one positive control RNA was used in each reaction. 

PCR product was checked through 1% Agarose gel electrophoresis on in 1x TAE buffer. 

Migration of amplified product was done at 120 Volt for 1 hour followed by staining 

with Ethedium bromide (0.5µg/ ml) for 10 minutes and visualization under UV light. 
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The expected sizes of amplicon fragments were 650bp, 416bp and 521bp intended for 

type O, A and Asia-1 correspondingly. Marker Vl (Boehringer) was run in gel with 

samples for the comparison of band size. 

 

One step RT-PCR for sequencing  

One step RT-PCR was carried out using “One Step RT-PCR Kit (Qiagen)” following 

manufacturer directions. The 25 µl RT-PCR mix contained 12.6µl RNase free water, 

5.0µl buffer 5x one step RT-PCR, 1.0µl dNTPs mix, 100µM 0.2µl forward/reverse 

primer, reverse primer, 1.0µl one step RT-PCR enzyme mix and 5µl RNA. Primers and 

expected amplification fragment size for each set of primers are illustrated earlier 

(Ayelet et al, 2009, Valarcher et al, 2009) and are shown in table 11. After reverse 

transcription step at 50°C for 30min, PCR was performed under following thermal 

cycling conditions, 35 cycles for denaturation at 95°C for 1 min, annealing at 60℃ for 1 

min (for serotype O), or at 55℃ for 1 min (for serotypes A and Asia-1), elongation at 

72℃ for 90 seconds. The RT-PCR product was evaluated by electrophoresis on 1.5% 

Agarose gel before sequencing.  

 
Table 7 Reactive concentrations used in One step RT-PCR for sequencing 

Reactive Volume per reaction (µl)
RNAse free water 12.6
5X One-Step RT-PCR Buffer 5
dNTPs (mix) 1
Primer sens (100 µM) 0.2
primer antisens (100 µM) 0.2
One-Step RT-PCR enzyme m 1
Total distribution per well 20
Volume of RNA per well 5
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Table 8 Thermalcycler programme for One step RT-PCR for sequencing 

  

Primers for serotype 

 O 

Primers for 

serotype A 

Primers for serotype 

Asia-1 

Primer sens 

O-1C-

244F 

O-1C-

272F 

O-1C-

283F 

A-1C-

562F 

A-1C-

612F 

As-1C-

505F 

As-1C-

530F 

Primer antisens EUR2B R EUR2B R EUR2B R EUR2B R EUR2B R EUR2B R EUR2B R 

Number of PCR 

cycles 35 35 35 

hybridization 60°C/1min 55°C/1min 55°C/1min 

Elongation 72°C/1.5min 72°C/1.5min 72°C/1.5min 

Final elongation 72°C/5min 72°C/5min 72°C/5min 

 

Sequencing and sequence analysis 

The RT-PCR amplicons were sequenced on a 3730xl DNA Analyzer (Applied 

Biosystems) by BigDye® Terminator v3.1 chemistry (Applied Biosystems). Each 

amplicon was sequenced on both strands by means of the primers used in RT-PCR 

amplification. Sequence obtained for each isolate was assembled and verified with 

SeqMan software “DNAStar, Lasergene 8”. Complete VP1 nucleotide sequences 

generated in present project were submitted in GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ database and 

have following accession numbers: JX435106, JX435107, JX435108, JX435109, 

JX435110, JX462599. 

Multiple sequence comparison of the VP1 sequences with existing sequences in the 

NCBI GenBank database was performed by the Clustal W method running within 

MEGA 5.05 software (Tamura and Nei, 1993; Tamura et al, 2004; Tamura et al, 2011).
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Table 9 Detail of primers used for real time RT-PCR 3D, βactin, serotype O, A and Asia1 

  Primers/Probes  Sequence (5’- 3’) Region 

FA-3D-Forward Primer  5’- ACT GGG TTT TAC AAA CCT GTG A -3’ 3D 

FA-3D-Reverse Primer  5’- GCG AGT CCT GCC ACG GA -3’ 3D 

FA-3D-Probe  FAM 5’- TCC TTT GCA CGC CGT GGG AC -3’ TAMRA 3D 

ACT-Forward Primer  5’- CAG CAC AAT GAA GAT CAA GAT CAT C -3’ / 

ACT- Reverse Primer  5’- CG GAC TCA TCG TAC TCC TG CTT -3’ / 

ACT Probe VIC 5’- TCG CTG TCC ACC TTC CAG CAG ATG T -3’ T AMRA / 

FA-t-O-Forward Primer  5’-CCGAGACAGCGTTGGATAACA-3’ VP1 

FA-t-O-Reverse Primer  5’-CCATACTTGCAGTTCCCGTTGT-3’ VP1 

FA-t-O-Probe  FAM 5’- CCG ACT TGC ACT GCC TTA CAC GGC-3’   TAMRA VP1 

FA-t-A-Forward Primer  5’-ACGACCATCCACGAGCTYC -3’ VP1 

FA-t-A-Reverse Primer  5’- RCAGAGGCCTGGGACAGTAG -3’ VP1 

FA-t-A-Probe  FAM 5’-CGT GCG CAT GAA ACG TGC CG-3’ TAMRA VP1 

FA-t-Asia-Forward Primer  5’-GCAGTWAAGGCYGAGASCATYAC-3’ VP1 

FA-t-Asia-Reverse Primer  5’-GCARAGGCCTAGGGCAGTATG -3’ VP1 

FA-t-Asia-Probe  FAM 5’-AGC TGT TGA TYC GCA TGA AAC GYG CG-3’ TAMRA VP1 

*FA= Foot and Mouth Disease 

  ACT= βactine 

 
Table 10 Detail of primers used for conventional RT-PCR multiplex type O, A and Asia-1 

Primer Sequence (5’-3’) Region Fragment  Size
VN-O-Forward AGATTTGTGAAAGTDACACCA VP1 650bp
VN-A-Forward CTTGCACTCCCTTACACCGCG VP2 416bp
VN-Asia-ForwarGCGSTHRYYCACACAGGYCCGG VP3 521bp
VN-VP1-Revers CATGTCYTCYTGCATCTGGTT 2B NA
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Table 11 Conventional RT-PCR (for sequencing) primer detail 

 

  

Primers Sequence (5’-3’) Region 

Fragment 

Size 

O-1C-283Forward GCAGCAAAACACATGTCAAACACCTT VP3 1155bp 

O-1C-244Forward GCCCAGTACTACACACAGTACAG VP3 1119bp 

A-1C-562Forward TACCAAATTACACACGGGAA VP3 846bp 

A-1C-612Forward TAGCGCCGGCAAAGACTTTGA VP3 795bp 

As1-1C505Forward TACACTGCTTCTGACGTGGC VP3 894bp 

As1-1C530Forward CCACRAGTGTGCARGGATGGGT VP3 867bp 

EUR-2B52Reverse GACATGTCCTCCTGCATCTGGTTGAT 2B cf forward 
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Primer Design 

All sequences for type O, A and Asia-1 available in GenBank NCBI were collected for 

Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran, India and China. These sequences were aligned and VP1 

sequences for all were analyzed using MEGA 5.05. Contig was done for serotype O 

sequences of Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran, India and China. Similarly Contig was done for 

serotype A and Asia-1 using software DNAstar. With the help of these Contig, primers 

were designed using DNAstar software. Base replacement was done where necessary 

with the help of IUB base code guide.  Primers were checked for the presence of relevant 

sequences on the genome using Mega 5.05. Band size of the product was calculated 

using the position of forward and reverse primer on the genome. Primers already 

designed for type O, A and Asia-1 were checked with the genome and new primers. 

Primers designed were checked for all the sequences coverage, especially for Pakistan 

also for serotype specificity, they should not amplify other serotypes but should be 

specific to their respective serotypes. Details of primer walk are attached as annexes.  
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Table 12 Detail of International Union of Biochemistry (IUB) Base code guide used to replace bases in 

primer synthesis where necessary 
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Optimization of One Step Multiplex RT-PCR Classical to detect and Type FMDV 

Conditions were optimized for the newly synthesized primers with reference strains first 

and then virus isolated from the samples was used to optimize the one step multiplex RT-

PCR conventional (serotype O, A, Asia1). In order to optimize the one step RT-PCR 

following conditions were used: 

 

(a)  100µM forward primers for serotype O, A and Asia-1designed for Pakistan were 

used each in separate reaction in comparison with primers already being used in 

“National Reference Laboratory for Foot and Mouth Disease”, France (VP1OF, 

VP1AF and VP1AsiaF), 100µM reverse primer VN-VP1-R was same for all. 

Instead of samples, reference strains of FMDV and other vesicular diseases 

present in Laboratory were used. 

One step RT-PCR was done under following thermal cycling conditions: Total 

numbers of PCR cycles were thirty-five with annealing at 58℃ for one minute, 

elongation at 72℃ for one min and absolute elongation at 72℃ for ten min. RNA 

of reference strains of type O, A and Asia-1 were used. 

 

(b) Under the same thermal cycling conditions as for (a) 100µM Pak (new) forward 

primers for type O, A and Asia-1 were used in separate reactions with 100µM 

reverse primer EUR2B52R instead of VN-VP1-R which was used in previous 

experiment. 

 

(c) Under previously described thermal cycling conditions 100µM forward primer 

for serotype O, A and Asia-1 were used in separate reactions. The reverse primer 

EUR2B52R was same for all reactions. The RNA used in this test was taken from 

the virus production of virus isolation positive samples to check the efficiency of 

these primers with higher amount of RNA. 

 

 

(d) Under same thermal cycling conditions new primers 50µM for serotype O, A and 

Asia-1were used each in separate reaction along with these three primers in one 

reaction. The reverse primer was same for all reactions. 
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(e)  New forward primer for type A and Asia-1 50µM, were used. Thermal cycling 

conditions used were same as for previous PCRs except the annealing 

temperature which was 60℃ for one set of serotype A and Asia-1 and 55℃ for 

the other set of type A and Asia-1. These sets of primers were used in separate 

reactions for each. 

 

 

(f) A concentration of 25µM was used for the forward primer of serotype A and 

100µM for all others in separate reaction for all primers in addition to type O, A 

and Asia-1 in one reaction. Thermal cycling conditions were same as for (a). 

 

(g) In this trial all the conditions were same as for (f) except annealing temperature 

which was 60℃.   

Cloning  

Cloning was done for the samples which were positive for dual infection in order to 

separate the virus of two serotypes. The “ZZ-R 127” cells were grown at the 

concentration of 1x105 cells per ml, 2 ml media with cells per well of P6 was used and 

was incubated at 37℃ with 5% CO2. Cells with nearly 80% confluent monolayer were 

used for inoculation. Ten fold serial dilutions of samples were made in media containing 

2% Penicillin G Sodium 10000 U/ml and Streptomycin 10 mg/ml for two samples 

having dual infection. After discarding growth media cells in P6 were washed with 

media without serum. Dilutions of each sample (10 fold serial dilution) were inoculated 

in P6 with 200µl per well in duplicate followed by incubation at 37℃ for 1 hour with 5% 

CO2. Liquefied seal plaque 4% incubated at 45℃ in water bath was made; minimum 

essential medium with 10% fetal bovine serum, 4% Penicillin G Sodium 10000 U/ml and 

Streptomycin 10 mg/ml and 5% Hepes was prepared and incubated at 45℃ in water bath. 

Complete media was prepared at the concentration of 2% by adding already prepared 

MEM and seal plaque volume to volume and incubated at 45℃. Inoculums were 

discarded from P6 and cells were rinsed with 1X phosphate buffer saline pre warmed at 

37℃. Complete media 2% was added to each well at the rate of 3ml per well and was 

allowed to polymerize at room temperature for 15 min. Plates were incubated at 37℃ for 

72 hours under 5% CO2. Cells were observed for the appearance of lyses plaque with 

different dilutions of samples. In the wells showing lyses plaque, 0.1% neutral red 
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prepared in PBS and filtered with 0.22µm filter, pre warm at 37℃ was added 1ml per 

well followed by incubation at 37℃ with 5%CO2 for 2-4 hours, neutral red was 

discarded after incubation, well isolated clones were collected and each clone was mixed 

with 100µl of minimum essential medium supplemented with 1% Penicillin G Sodium 

10000 U/ml and Streptomycin 10 mg/ml and 2.5% Hepes, mixing was done by vortexing 

and pipeting. These clones were stored at -80℃ till further processing.  

These clones were inoculated on P24 having monolayer of ZZ-R 127 cells after washing 

the cells with media without serum. 100µl of each clone was inoculated per well and 

incubated at 37℃ for 1 hour in 5% CO2 environment, after incubation inoculums were 

discarded and 500µl of media without serum, supplemented with 2% Penicillin G 

Sodium 10000 U/ml and Streptomycin 10 mg/ml was added per well followed by the 

incubation of plates at 37℃ in 5% CO2 for 24 hours. Cells were observed 24 hours post 

infection for the appearance of CPE. After the appearance of significant CPE, plates 

were freezed at -80℃ for 1 hour and then thawed at 37℃ for 5 minutes. Contents of each 

well were collected separately and RNA extraction was carried out using “QIAamp Viral 

RNA Mini Kit” as described previously. Clones and RNA were kept at -80℃ till further 

processing.  

For the confirmation of virus and cloning of single strain in each clone, one step real 

time RT-PCR was conducted with targets 3D, serotype A and serotype Asia in duplex 

with βactin according to the procedure described previously. After confirmation of single 

serotype in clones, these clones were used for the production of virus for each serotype 

separately in T25 having monolayer of ZZ-R 127 cells, 300µl of clone was used for 

inoculation of each flask and incubated at 37℃ in 5% CO2 overnight. After incubation 

contents of the flasks showing 80-100% CPE were collected and centrifugation was 

carried out at 6000rpm for 10 min and supernatant was stored at -80℃ in aliquots having 

500µl each. 
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Transfection  

The viral RNA was transfected into BHK-21 cell monolayer grown in 24-well plates by 

using TransFast(TM) reagent (Promega). The transfection was performed as per 

manufacturer directions using TransFast RNA at ratio of 1:1. Briefly, “BHK-21 cells” 

were grown in “Eagle MEM (EMEM)” growth medium having “Earle’s salt solution” 

supplemented with 10% “fetal bovine serum (FBS)”, 1mM “sodium pyruvate” and 0.1 

mM “non-essential amino acids”. The “BHK-21” cells were plated in 24 well plates, 24 

hours prior to performing Transfection. The concentration of cells used in each well was 

5x104 cells. At the time of Transfection, 1µg of extracted RNA and 3µl transFast reactive 

were mixed with EMEM to make 200µl in totality. This was followed by 15 minutes of 

incubation at room temperature. Before addind this mix to the cells, previously added 

media was discarded from the wells of plates. Following the addition of TransFast/RNA 

mix, 1 hour incubation was given at 37℃ in the presence of 5% co2. Subsequently, 

plates were incubated at 37℃ for further 48 hours after the addition of EMEM 

containing 8% fetal bovine serum. The plates were examined at different time 

intervals to observe CPE.  
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Chapter 4 

RESULTS 

Sample collection and processing 

The pH of transport medium containing the samples was in the range of 6.3–7.2 at the time 

of sample processing. 

FMD virus isolation from oral swab samples 

The virus was successfully isolated from swabs cell pellet and cotton swab successfully 

while transport medium showed adverse effect, as glycerol is toxic for cells Table 13 

Svanodip Test 

Epithelial samples as well as swab samples showed negative results for svanodip test even 

after 30 minutes. The internal control showed desired results. 

 

 

 
Figure 8 Svanodip test strips showing positive and negative results 
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Virus Isolation 

Out of 35 samples, seven samples (Pellet), including two epithelial tissue samples were 

found positive in first passage (72 hours), cytopathogenic effect (CPE) was observed to be 

approximately 20% in tenth dilution, 50% in half dilution and 95% – 100% in pure sample, 

twenty four hours post infection (Figure 10, 11) and increase in CPE was observed with the 

passage of time up to 72-hour post infection. Transport medium used for virus isolation of 

the same samples showed toxic effect on cell line and the cotton swab samples after 

homogenization did not show any Cytopathogenic effect even after 72-hour post infection. 

Second passage (72-hour) was performed for 28 samples which showed negative results in 

first passage, one sample was found positive in second passage making total of 8 positive 

samples for virus isolation. All other samples were found negative for virus isolation (Table 

13) 

 

Table 13 Virus Isolation on Fetal Goat Tongue cell Line ZZ-R 127 (1st passage 72h and 2nd passage 72h). 
Virus was successfully isolated from total 8 samples, including two epithelial samples out of total 35. 

 Cell Pellet Transport Medium Cotton Swab 

1st Passage 7 positive / 35 samples Toxic for cells 0 positive / 6 samples 

2nd Passage 1 positive / 28 samples N/A 0 positive / 6 samples 

N/A: Not applicable    
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Figure 9 ZZ-R 127 cells control 22- hour post infection 

  

Figure 10 ZZ-R 127 cells showing CPE 22- hour post infection with half dilution of pure sample 

         

Figure 11 ZZ-R 127 cells showing CPE 22- hour post infection with pure sample 
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Figure 12 ZZ-R 127 cells control 72- hour post infection 

 

Figure 13 ZZ-R 127 cells showing CPE 72- hour post infection with half dilution of pure sample 

 

Figure 14 ZZ-R 127 cells showing CPE 72- hour post infection with pure sample 
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Antigen Capture ELISA  

Antigen Capture ELISA showed negative results for all pure samples while it showed 

positive results for detection and typing of FMDV from virus production obtained from the 

samples positive for virus isolation, which was positive for eight samples including four 

samples which showed positive result for dual infection with serotype A and Asia-1. Optical 

density (OD), more than 0.1 was considered as positive result. The OD value below 0.1 was 

considered as negative result (Figure 15) (Table 14, 15). 

 

Table 14   Results of the ELISA performed for samples (transport buffer) showed negative results with OD 
value less than 0.1 for all samples except one which showed week positive result only for Pan-FMDV. All 
positive and negative controls showed desired results. 

 
O A A Asia C Pan-FMDV 

PAK1 TB 0.039 0.040 0.042 0.045 0.045 0.049 0.042 0.041 0.043 0.041 0.043 0.047 

PAK2 TB 0.055 0.053 0.062 0.058 0.057 0.059 0.059 0.057 0.054 0.057 0.065 0.064 

PAK4 TB 0.049 0.048 0.051 0.051 0.052 0.054 0.052 0.049 0.049 0.049 0.049 0.051 

PAK5 TB 0.048 0.052 0.050 0.050 0.051 0.049 0.047 0.047 0.048 0.047 0.047 0.049 

PAK6 TB 0.065 0.057 0.092 0.090 0.078 0.079 0.054 0.054 0.057 0.052 0.111 0.121 

PAK7 TB 0.048 0.048 0.050 0.050 0.052 0.051 0.048 0.047 0.048 0.047 0.047 0.051 

C+ 1.504 1.463 1.852 1.838 2.776 2.827 1.736 1.811 1.795 1.734 2.319 2.429 

C- 0.049 0.051 0.052 0.054 0.053 0.053 0.049 0.056 0.051 0.049 0.049 0.053 
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Table 15 ELISA results of the samples which were positive for virus isolation. ELISA was performed on virus 
production of these samples.  

  O O A A A A Asia Asia C C FMDV FMDV 

Pak6 0.024 0.037 0.659 0.691 0.811 0.814 0.027 0.027 0.047 0.035 1.284 1.308 

Pak7 0.061 0.059 0.655 0.631 0.790 0.796 0.061 0.060 0.059 0.055 1.224 1.243 

Pak9 0.054 0.053 0.054 0.056 0.054 0.054 1.001 1.005 0.057 0.050 1.170 1.207 

Pak18 0.050 0.049 0.050 0.050 0.052 0.052 0.997 0.988 0.052 0.049 1.107 1.118 

Pak26 0.047 0.047 0.473 0.460 0.616 0.612 0.057 0.061 0.048 0.050 0.862 0.849 

Pak29 0.046 0.046 0.502 0.489 0.669 0.701 0.049 0.049 0.047 0.048 0.960 0.956 

 

 

Figure 15 Antigen capture ELISA plate showing results of virus isolation positive samples, these samples 
showed positive results for ELISA when used after virus production.
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RNA Extraction 

RNA was successfully extracted from the entire samples in manual extraction as well as 

extraction with the help of QIAcube Robot. In FMDV negative samples detection of β actine 

confirmed proper RNA extraction.  

FMDV Detection  

One Step Duplex Real Time RT-PCR (3D/β actin) 

In virus detection through one step real time RT-PCR with FMDV target 3D and β actin as 

internal control, eleven samples were found positive out of thirty five from cell pellet. 

Twenty eight samples were positive from transport medium out of thirty five with one week 

positive and thirty samples were positive from cotton swab out of thirty five samples with 

three week positives (Table 16). Negative control of RNA extraction, Non Template Control 

and positive control used, showed desired results. These results showed that virus was much 

more detectable from transport medium and cotton swab than from pellet. 

Table 16 Summary of virus detection by One Step duplex real-time RT-PCR. FMDV target was 3D and β-
Actin was used as internal control. Virus genome was detected in 30 samples out of 35. 

Cell Pellet Transport Medium Cotton Swab 

11 positive out of 35 samples 

 

31.4% FMDV detection 

28 positive out of 35 samples 

1 Weak positive 

80% FMDV detection 

30 positive out of 35 samples 

3 weak positive 

85.7% FMDV detection 
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 Table 17 Results of one step real time RT-PCR, 3D/ βactin targets for sample 3-35 (Grinding supernatant, 
manual RNA Extraction) 

 

 

C+: Positive control 

NTC: Non template control 

Neg EXT: Negative control of RNA extraction 

TB: Transport buffer 
Upper values indicate CT values for 3D target and lower values indicate CT values for β actine.  
Und: Undetected 

Neg Ext: Negative control of RNA extraction
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Figure 16 Amplification plot of 3D (CT=23) and β actine (CT=29) showing positive result of field sample. 

Horizontal green line shows threshold level, curved green line indicates CT level of 3D target and curved black 
line indicates CT level of β actine. 

 

 

Figure 17 Amplification plot of 3D and β actine, positive control. Horizontal green line shows threshold level, 
curved green line indicates CT level of 3D target and curved black line indicates CT level of β actine 
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Figure 18 Amplification plot of 3D and β actine, negative control. Horizontal green line shows threshold level, 
curved green line indicates CT level of 3D target and curved black line indicates CT level of β actine 

 

Figure 19 Amplification plot of 3D and β actine, non temple control. Horizontal green line shows threshold 
level, curved green line indicates CT level of 3D target and curved black line indicates CT level of β actine 
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Table 18 C.T values  for 3D/ βactin obtained from  robot extraction of grinding supernatant (sample 3-35) 

 

3D/Bactin pak-3 to pak35— robot extraction from grinding supernatant  

3D/Bactine pak-6-7-9-18-26-29 from virus production- robot extraction (leave or delete) 
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Table 19 C.T values from transport buffer robot extraction sample 2-35, 3D/β actin targets 
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Table 20 C.T values of Homogenized Swab samples through Rt-PCRq 3D/bact to see whether it works with 
real time or not due to the presence of glycerol. One known positive sample pak 6 and negative samples pak 3, 
17, 24, 28, 31, 32 were tested. Samples Pak 17 and 24 were found positive, which were negative in previous 
analysis 
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Table 21 C.T values 3D/ β actine homogenized swab samples Pak 1 to Pak 35. After having positive results 
for Pak 17 and 24 From Swab, RT-PCRq Was Done For All Samples i.e Pak1-35 
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Virus Typing 

One step duplex real time RT-PCR (VP1 and β-actin targets) 

Virus typing through one step duplex real time RT-PCR with FMDV target, VP1 and β actin 

as internal control was performed for the samples which were positive for FMDV target 3D 

rt RT-PCR. The results of one step real time RT-PCR for the typing of samples are given in 

the TABLE 22  

Table 22 Detail of the results obtained from one step real time RT-PCR for the serotyping of samples used in 
this study  

 

Pellet Transport Medium Swab 

% sucess 100% 96.29% 100% 

No of A Positive 
samples 6 16 1 

No of Asia-1 Positive 
samples 4 6 1 

No of  A and Asia-1 
Positive samples  1 4 0 

No of O Positive 
samples  0 0 0 
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Table 23 C.T values of RT-PCRq for Serotyping performed for samples which were positive from RT-PCRq, 
3D/ β actin from manual extraction from grinding supernatant. 
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Table 24 C.T values of RT-PCRq for Serotyping (A and Asia1) from transport buffer robot extraction samples 
Pak 2-35   
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Table 25 C.T values of RT-PCRq for Serotyping (O) from transport buffer robot extraction samples Pak 2-35 
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Table 26 C.T values for Serotyping results of Pak 17 Pak and 24 which were only positive from swab 
homogenate 3D/ β actin 
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Table 27 Summary of Samples positive only from cotton swab for 3D/ β actin real time RT-PCR and 
conventional RT-PCR multiplex (a comparison)  

 Cell Pellet Transport Medium Cotton Swab 

RT-PCR  

Real Time 

RT-PCR 

Conventional 

RT-PCR 

Real Time 

RT-PCR 

Conventional 

RT-PCR 

Real Time 

RT-PCR 

Conventional 

Total 11 / 11 7 /11 26 / 27 21 / 27 2 / 2* 0 / 0 

A 6 5 16 13+3 co-

infection 

1 0 

Asia-1 4 1 6 4 1 0 

A and 

Asia-1 
1 1 4 1 0 0 

O 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Confirmation of the dual infection with serotype A and Asia1 

Dual infection of samples was confirmed to eliminate the chances of laboratory 

contamination. For this purpose the sample was analyzed separately for serotype A and 

Asia-1 by One step duplex real time RT-PCR. Positive control was not used in this RT-PCR 

to eliminate the chances of cross contamination. Negative control of RNA extraction, water 

and non template controls were used. 

 

 

Figure 20 Confirmation of dual infection of Pak 2 for type A and Asia1 through real time RT-PCR A/ β actin 
and Asia1/ β actin
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Figure 21 Confirmation of dual infection in Pak-2 through 
conventional RT-PCR multiplex for serotype A and Asia1. Two 

sete of primers for serotype A and two sets of primers for serotype 
Asia 1 were used. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

                    Well No Well content Primer Result 

1 Marker   ok 

2 Pak_1 A-1C-562 F-EUR2B R neg 

3 Pak_2 A-1C-562 F-EUR2B R pos 

4 Water A-1C-562 F-EUR2B R neg 

5 C+ A A-1C-562 F-EUR2B R pos 

6 NTC A-1C-562 F-EUR2B R neg 

7 Pak_1 A-1C-612F-EUR2B R pos 

8 Pak_2 A-1C-612F-EUR2B R pos 

9 Water A-1C-612F-EUR2B R neg 

10 C+ A A-1C-612F-EUR2B R pos 

11 NTC A-1C-612F-EUR2B R neg 

12 Pak_2 As-1C-505F-EUR2B R pos 

13 Water As-1C-505F-EUR2B R neg 

14 C+ Asia As-1C-505F-EUR2B R pos 

15 NTC As-1C-505F-EUR2B R neg 

16 Pak_2 As-1C-530F-EUR2B R pos 

17 Water As-1C-530F-EUR2B R neg 

18 C+Asia As-1C-530F-EUR2B R pos 

19 NTC As-1C-530F-EUR2B R neg 

20 Marker   ok 
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One step conventional RT-PCR multiplex (VP1 target) 
 

Virus typing through one step conventional RT-PCR multiplex with VP1 target was 

performed. Seven samples out of eleven were positive from cells pellet with five, one, one 

positive for serotype A, Asia-1, A and Asia-1 both respectively. Twenty one out of twenty 

seven were positive from transport medium with thirteen positive for serotype and three 

samples showed dual infection with two different strains of serotype A. Cotton swab showed 

zero positive for this test. These results showed that real time RT-PCR allows FMDV typing 

of more samples than conventional RT-PCR.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22 Serotyping of Pak 1 and Pak 2 through conventional RT-PCR multiplex for serotype O, A and 

Asia1. 

Well

  

Conten

 

Primer Result 

1 Marker   ok 

2 Pak_1 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-

 

A pos 

3 Pak_2 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-

 

A & Asia pos 

4 C+ O VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-

 

ok 

5 C+ A VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-

 

ok 

6 C+ 

 

VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-

 

ok 

7 NTC VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-

 

ok 

8 Marker   ok 
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No Content Primer Result 

1 Marker 
 

  

2 Pak_6 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R   

3 Pak_9 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R   

4 Pak_11 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R   

5 Pak_18 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R   

6 Pak_26 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R   

7 Pak_29 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R   

8 Pak_30 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R   

9 C+ O VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R   

10 C+ A VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R   

11 C+ Asia VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R   

12 NTC VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R   

13 Marker     

 

Figure 23 Serotyping results through conventional RT-PCR multiplex for the samples which were successfully 
typed through real time RT-PCR for Serotyping i.e Pak 6, 9, 11, 18, 26, 29, 30.
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Multiplex RT-PCR for Serotyping was performed for six samples which were positive for 
virus production; RNA was extracted from the virus obtained after production in T25. This 
was done to compare the results of multiplex RT-PCR performed with initially processed 
samples and samples positive for virus isolation, after production. The idea was to check 
whether week band in samples are appearing due to less quantity of RNA in samples or the 
primers used are not specific for the strains present in the samples. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24 Conventional RT-PCR multiplex performed on virus production of the samples which were positive 
for virus isolation.

No Content Primer Result 

1 Ladder     

2 Pak6 VI  VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R A+ 

3 Pak7 VI   VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R A+ 

4 Pak9 VI   VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R Asia+ 

5 Pak18 VI   VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R Asia+ 

6 Pak26 VI   VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R A+ 

7 Pak29 VI   VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R A+ 

8 Pak8 Robot   VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R   

9 Pak11 Robot   VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R   

10 Pak16 Robot   VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R AS Very Wk 

11 Pak29 Robot   VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R Wk A+ 

12 Pak30 Robot   VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R   

13 water   VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R   

14 C+ O   VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R   

15 C+ Asia   VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R   

16 C+ A22   VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF--VN-VP1R   

17 Ladder     
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No Content Primer Result 

1 Ladder     

2 Pak_1 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R A+ 

3 Water VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R neg 

4 NTC VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R neg 

5 C+ O VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R O+ 

6 C+ A VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R A+ 

7 C+ Asia VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R Asia+ 

8 Pak_2 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R A+Asia+ 

9 Pak_4 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R neg 

10 Pak_5 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R A+ 

11 Pak_6 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R A+ 

12 Pak_7 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R neg 

13 Pak_8 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R Asia+ 

14 Pak_9 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R Asia+ 

15 Pak_10 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R neg 

16 Pak_11 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R A+ 

17 Pak_12 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R A+ 

18 Pak_13 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R neg 

19 Pak_14 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R weakA+ 

20 Ladder     

 

No Content Primer Result 
1 Ladder     

2 Pak_15 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R neg 

3 Pak_16 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R Asia+ 

4 Pak_18 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R Asia+ 

5 Pak_19 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R A+ 

6 Pak_21 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R A+ 

7 Pak_22 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R A+ 

8 Pak_23 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R A+ 

9 Pak_26 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R A+ 

10 Pak_27 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R neg 

11 Pak_29 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R A+ 

12 Pak_30 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R A+ 

13 Pak_33 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R neg 

14 Pak_34 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R A+ 

15 Pak_35 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN VP1 R A+ 

16 Ladder     

17       

18       

19       

20       

    
    Figure 25 Conventional RT-PCR multiplex for typing from transport buffer Pak 1- Pak 35. 
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 Figure 26 Conventional RT-PCR multiplex to check Pak 17 and 24 which were positive from homogenized 
swab through real time RT-PCR. 

 

No Content Primer Result  

1 Ladder     

2 Pak_17 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN 

  

neg 

3 Pak_24 VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN 

  

neg 

4 Water VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN 

  

neg 

5       

6 NTC VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN 

  

neg 

7 C+ O VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN 

  

pos 

8 C+ A VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN 

  

pos 

9 C+ Asia VN-OF,VN-AF,VN-AsiaF-VN 

  

pos 

10 Ladder     
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Sequencing and sequence analysis 

Conventional RT-PCR for sequencing was performed on the basis of results obtained from 

real time RT-PCR for Serotyping and multiplex RT-PCR.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27 Conventional one step RT-PCR for sequencing (from transport buffer) with two sets of 
primer for serotype A and Asia1. 

No Content Primer Result 

1 Ladder     

2 Pak_34 A-562 EUR2B52 neg 

3 Pak_35 A-562 EUR2B53 neg 

4 Water A-562 EUR2B54 neg 

5 NTC A-562 EUR2B55 neg 

6 C+ A-562 EUR2B56 pos 

7 Pak_1 A-612 EUR2B52 pos 

8 Pak_2 A-612 EUR2B53 pos 

9 Pak_4 A-612 EUR2B54 neg 

10 Pak_5 A-612 EUR2B55 pos 

11 Pak_6 A-612 EUR2B56 pos 

12 Pak_7 A-612 EUR2B57 w pos 

13 Pak_11 A-612 EUR2B58 wpos 

14 Pak_12 A-612 EUR2B59 pos 

15 Pak_14 A-612 EUR2B60 neg 

16 Pak_19 A-612 EUR2B61 pos 

17 Pak_21 A-612 EUR2B62 pos 

18 Pak_22 A-612 EUR2B63 pos 

19 Pak_23 A-612 EUR2B64 pos 

20 Ladder     

No Content Primer Result 

1 Ladder     

 2 Pak_1 A-562 EUR2B52 neg 

3 Pak_2 A-562 EUR2B53 pos 

4 Pak_4 A-562 EUR2B54 neg 

5 Pak_5 A-562 EUR2B55 pos 

6 Pak_6 A-562 EUR2B56 pos 

7 Pak_7 A-562 EUR2B57 neg 

8 Pak_11 A-562 EUR2B58 neg 

9 Pak_12 A-562 EUR2B59 pos 

10 Pak_14 A-562 EUR2B60 neg 

11 Pak_19 A-562 EUR2B61 pos 

12 Pak_21 A-562 EUR2B62 pos 

13 Pak_22 A-562 EUR2B63 neg 

14 Pak_23 A-562 EUR2B64 pos 

15 Pak_26 A-562 EUR2B65 pos 

16 Pak_27 A-562 EUR2B66 neg 

17 Pak_29 A-562 EUR2B67 pos  

18 Pak_30 A-562 EUR2B68 pos 

19 Pak_33 A-562 EUR2B69 neg 

20 Ladder     
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No Content Primer Result 

 
No Content Primer Result 

1 Ladder     
 

1 Ladder     
2 Pak_26 A-612 EUR2B65 pos 

 
2 Pak_18 As-505 EUR2B52 pos 

3 Pak_27 A-612 EUR2B66 neg 
 

3 Pak_21 As-505 EUR2B53 pos 
4 Pak_29 A-612 EUR2B67 pos 

 
4 Pak_22 As-505 EUR2B54 pos 

5 Pak_30 A-612 EUR2B52 pos 
 

5 Pak_29 As-505 EUR2B55 neg 
6 Pak_33 A-612 EUR2B53 neg 

 
6 Pak_34 As-505 EUR2B56 pos 

7 Pak_34 A-612 EUR2B54 pos 
 

7 Water As-505 EUR2B57 neg 
8 Pak_35 A-612 EUR2B55 w pos 

 
8 NTC As-505 EUR2B58 neg 

9 Water A-612 EUR2B56 neg 
 

9 C+ As-505 EUR2B59 pos 
10 NTC A-612 EUR2B57 neg 

 
10 Pak_2 As-530 EUR2B52 pos 

11 C+ A-612 EUR2B58 pos 
 
11 Pak_8 As-530 EUR2B53 pos 

12 Pak_2 As-505 EUR2B52 pos 
 
12 Pak_9 As-530 EUR2B54 pos 

13 Pak_8 As-505 EUR2B53 pos 
 
13 Pak_10 As-530 EUR2B55   

14 Pak_9 As-505 EUR2B54 pos 
 
14 Pak_13 As-530 EUR2B56   

15 Pak_10 As-505 EUR2B55 w pos 
 
15 Pak_14 As-530 EUR2B57   

16 Pak_13 As-505 EUR2B56   
 
16 Pak_15 As-530 EUR2B58   

17 Pak_14 As-505 EUR2B57   
 
17 Pak_16 As-530 EUR2B59 pos 

18 Pak_15 As-505 EUR2B58   
 
18 Pak_18 As-530 EUR2B60 w pos 

19 Pak_16 As-505 EUR2B59 pos 
 
19 Pak_21 As-530 EUR2B61   

20 Ladder     
 
20 Ladder     

 

Figure 28 Conventional one step RT-PCR for sequencing (from transport buffer) with two sets of primer for 
serotype A and Asia1 (continue). 
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No Content Primer Result 

1 Ladder     

2 Pak_22 As530-EUR2B52 neg 

3 Pak_29 As530-EUR2B53 neg 

4 Pak_34 As530-EUR2B54 neg 

5 Water As530-EUR2B55 neg 

6 Ntc As530-EUR2B56 neg 

7 C+ As As530-EUR2B57 pos 

8 Ladder As530-EUR2B58   

 

Figure 29 Conventional one step RT-PCR for sequencing (from transport buffer) with two sets of primer for 
serotype A and Asia1 (continue). 
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No Content Primer Result 

1 Ladder     

2 Pak18 VI O-1C-244 F neg 

3 C+ O O-1C-244 F   

4 Water O-1C-244 F neg 

5 NTC Mix 1 O-1C-244 F neg 

6 Pak18 VI O-1C-283 F O+ 

7 C+ O O-1C-283 F   

8 Water O-1C-283 F neg 

9 NTC Mix 3 O-1C-283 F neg 

10 Ladder     

11 Pak6 VI A-1C-562 F A+ 

12 Pak7 VI A-1C-562 F A+ 

13 Pak26 VI A-1C-562 F A+ 

14 Pak29 VI A-1C-562 F A+ 

15 C+ A A-1C-562 F   

16 Water A-1C-562 F neg 

17 NTC Mix4 A-1C-562 F neg 

 

Figure 30 Conventional one-step RT-PCR for sequencing from virus production of the samples positive for 
virus isolation for serotype O and A. 
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No Content Primer Result 

1 Ladder     

2 Pak6 VI A-1C-612 F A+ 

3 Pak7 VI A-1C-612 F A+ 

4 Pak26 VI A-1C-612 F A+ 

5 Pak29 VI A-1C-612 F A+ 

6 C+ A A-1C-612 F A+ 

7 Water A-1C-612 F neg 

8 NTC Mix 5 A-1C-612 F neg 

9 Ladder     

10 Pak9 VI As-1C-505 F Asia+ 

11 Pak18 VI As-1C-505 F Asia+ 

12 C+ Asia As-1C-505 F   

13 Water As-1C-505 F neg 

14 NTC Mix6 As-1C-505 F neg 

15 Pak9 VI As-1C-530 F Asia+ 

16 Pak18 VI As-1C-530 F Asia+ 

17 C+ Asia As-1C-530 F   

18 Water As-1C-530 F neg 

19 NTC Mix7 As-1C-530 F neg 

 

Figure 31 Conventional one-step RT-PCR for sequencing from virus production of the samples positive for 
virus isolation for serotype A and Asia1. 
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Phylogenetic analysis 

Out of 35 samples, 30 were positive for FMDV by real time RT-PCR with 3D/ β actin 

targets. Within 30 FMDV-positive samples, 26 samples were successfully typed for FMDV 

where 16 were positive for serotype A, 6 for Serotype Asia1, 4 samples were both serotype 

A and Asia 1, positive and 2 samples showed co-infection with two different serotype A 

viruses. This data was confirmed by sequencing.  Moreover, to eliminate the chances of 

cross contamination and contamination from the laboratory, VP1 sequences were 

determined and analyzed for 16 samples. These sequences displayed homology between 

92.6% and 100%. Phylogenetic analysis of the sequences generated in this study and other 

VP1 sequences from Pakistan, Iran and Afganistan available on GenBank database showed 

that FMDV strains circulating in Balochistan were closely related to the strains already 

identified in these countries. However, there is one strain of serotype A,  that has 99% 

similarity with the serotype A isolated in Mainkum, Sarkand District, Almaty Province, in 

Kazakhstan in February, 2012 (GenBank /EMBL/DDBJ accession number JQ765588.1) and 

98% of similarity with type A strain isolated in Kyrgyzstan in November, 2011 

(GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ accession number JQ765587.1). This strain has not been reported 

previously in Pakistan. Phylogenetic analysis for the sequences of serotype A generated 

during this study is shown in the figure 32, 33 and for serotype Asia1 in figure 34. The 

analysis of VP1 sequences obtained in this study was compared with sequences of FMDV 

already present in GenBank for FMDV from Pakistan, Afghanistan and Iran. 
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Figure 32  Phylogenetic analysis of serotype A FMDVs using complete nucleotide sequences of the VP1 
coding region (nt=639). The sequences generated in this study are shown with rectangle  
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Figure 33 Phylogenetic analysis of FMDV serotype Asia-1 using nucleotide sequences of the 
VP1 coding region (n=633). The sequences generated in this study are shown with rectangle 
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 Primer Design 

The sequences of primers designed for one step multiplex RT-PCR to detect FMDV 

serotype O, A and Asia-1are as follows. 

Table 28 Sequence of primers designed for one step multiplex RT-PCR for typing of FMDV in Pakistan 

Primer Name Sequence (5’ > 3’) OD µg nmol vol/100pmol/µl Tm℃ MWg/mol GC ratio
Pak A VCRRGRCAGRCAYAARCARMAGAT (24) 9 226 30.5 305 62.1 7414 48.60%
Pak Asia CCHACYTCNTTYAAYTACG (19) 5.8 170 29.9 299 53.1 5683 43.80%
Pak O TBTAYMGMATGAAGAGRGC (19) 4.8 126 21.3 213 53.8 5879 45.60%  

Primer Analysis 

Development of one step multiplex RT-PCR classical for detection of FMDV serotype 

O, A and Asia-1. 

Results obtained from different conditions used (described in materials and methods 

chapter) for conventional RT-PCR multiplex were as follows: 
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a. 

 

Well No Well Content Primer Result 

 

Well No Well Content Primer Result 

1 Marqueur VI 

 
 

 

1 Marqueur VI 

  2 Omanisa VP1OF/VNVP1R Pos 

 

2 Omanisa PAK O/VNVP1R Pos 

3 OBFS VP1 OF/VNVP1R Pos 

 

3 OBFS PAK O/VNVP1R Pos 

4 O Mayenne VP1 OF/VNVP1R Pos 

 

4 O Mayenne PAK O/VNVP1R Pos 

5 A5 Allier VP1OF/VNVP1R Neg 

 

5 A5 Allier PAK O/VNVP1R Neg 

6 A22 Irak VP1 OF/VNVP1R Neg 

 

6 A22 Irak PAK O/VNVP1R Neg 

7 A24 VP1 OF/VNVP1R Neg 

 

7 A24 PAK O/VNVP1R Neg 

8 A IRAN 96 VP1OF/VNVP1R Neg 

 

8 A IRAN 96 PAK O/VNVP1R Neg 

9 A IRAN 09 VP1 OF/VNVP1R Neg 

 

9 A IRAN 09 PAK O/VNVP1R Neg 

10 C Noville VP1 OF/VNVP1R Neg 

 

10 C Noville PAK O/VNVP1R Neg 

11 SAT1 VP1OF/VNVP1R Neg 

 

11 SAT1 PAK O/VNVP1R Neg 

12 SAT2 VP1 OF/VNVP1R Neg 

 

12 SAT2 PAK O/VNVP1R Neg 

13 SAT3 VP1 OF/VNVP1R Neg 

 

13 SAT3 PAK O/VNVP1R Neg 

14 ASIA1 VP1OF/VNVP1R Neg 

 

14 ASIA1 PAK O/VNVP1R Neg 

15 SVDV VP1 OF/VNVP1R Neg 

 

15 SVDV PAK O/VNVP1R Neg 

16 VSV NJ VP1 OF/VNVP1R Neg 

 

16 VSV NJ PAK O/VNVP1R Neg 

17 VSV IND1 VP1OF/VNVP1R Neg 

 

17 VSV IND1 PAK O/VNVP1R Neg 

18 VSV IND2 VP1 OF/VNVP1R Neg 

 

18 VSV IND2 PAK O/VNVP1R Neg 

19 VSV IND3 VP1 OF/VNVP1R Neg 

 

19 VSV IND3 PAK O/VNVP1R Neg 

20 Marqueur VI 

 
 

 

20 Marqueur VI 
  

SVDV= Swine vesicular disease virus, VSV NJ= Vesicular stomatitis virus New Jersey, VSV IND1, 2, 3= Vesicular stomatitis virus 

Indiana (subtypes 1, 2, 3) 

Figure 34 Comparison of primers already in use and newly synthesized primers (serotype O) using reference 
strains of FMDV available in the laboratory. Amplified Omanisa, OBFS, O Myenne and had no cross reaction 

with A strains, C Noville, SAT strains and other vesicular diseases 
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No Content Primer Result 
 

No Content Primer Result 

1 Marqueur VI     
 

1 Marqueur VI     
2 Omanisa VP1 AF/VNVP1R  Pos 

 
2 Omanisa PAK A/VNVP1R Pos 

3 OBFS VP1 AF/VNVP1R  Pos 
 

3 OBFS PAK A/VNVP1R  Pos 
4 O Mayenne VP1 AF/VNVP1R  Neg 

 
4 O Mayenne PAK A/VNVP1R  Pos 

5 A5 Allier VP1 AF/VNVP1R  Pos 
 

5 A5 Allier PAK A/VNVP1R  Pos 
6 A22 Irak VP1 AF/VNVP1R  Pos 

 
6 A22 Irak PAK A/VNVP1R  Pos 

7 A24 VP1 AF/VNVP1R  Pos 
 

7 A24 PAK A/VNVP1R  Pos 
8 A IRAN 96 VP1 AF/VNVP1R  Pos 

 
8 A IRAN 96 PAK A/VNVP1R  Pos 

9 A IRAN 09 VP1 AF/VNVP1R  Pos 
 

9 A IRAN 09 PAK A/VNVP1R  Pos 
10 C Noville VP1 AF/VNVP1R  Pos 

 
10 C Noville PAK A/VNVP1R  Neg 

11 SAT1 VP1 AF/VNVP1R  Neg 
 

11 SAT1 PAK A/VNVP1R  Neg 
12 SAT2 VP1 AF/VNVP1R  Neg 

 
12 SAT2 PAK A/VNVP1R  Neg 

13 SAT3 VP1 AF/VNVP1R  Neg 
 

13 SAT3 PAK A/VNVP1R  Neg 
14 ASIA1 VP1 AF/VNVP1R  Pos 

 
14 ASIA1 PAK A/VNVP1R  Neg 

15 SVDV VP1 AF/VNVP1R  Neg 
 

15 SVDV PAK A/VNVP1R  Neg 
16 VSV NJ VP1 AF/VNVP1R  Neg 

 
16 VSV NJ PAK A/VNVP1R  Neg 

17 VSV IND1 VP1 AF/VNVP1R  Neg 
 

17 VSV IND1 PAK A/VNVP1R  Neg 
18 VSV IND2 VP1 AF/VNVP1R  Neg 

 
18 VSV IND2 PAK A/VNVP1R  Neg 

19 VSV IND3 VP1 AF/VNVP1R  Neg 
 

19 VSV IND3 PAK A/VNVP1R  Neg 
20 Marqueur VI     

 
20 Marqueur VI     

 

Figure 35 Comparison of primers already in use and newly synthesized primers (serotype A) using reference 
strains of FMDV available in the laboratory. Amplified Omanisa, OBFS, O Myenne and had no cross reaction 
with A strains, C Noville, SAT strains and other vesicular diseases. 1st set of primers had cross reaction with 
two strains of O, C Noville and Asia-1. Amplified all A strains. Pak (new) primers had cross reaction with all 

O strains and amplified all A strains 
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No Content Primer Result 

 
No Content Primer Result 

1 Marqueur VI     
 

1 Marqueur VI     
2 Omanisa VP1 AsiaF/VNVP1R Neg  

 
2 Omanisa PAK Asia/VNVP1R  Neg 

3 OBFS VP1 AsiaF/VNVP1R  Neg 
 

3 OBFS PAK Asia/VNVP1R  Pos 
4 O Mayenne VP1 AsiaF/VNVP1R Neg  

 
4 O Mayenne PAK Asia/VNVP1R  Pos 

5 A5 Allier VP1 AsiaF/VNVP1R  Neg 
 

5 A5 Allier PAK Asia/VNVP1R Neg  
6 A22 Irak VP1 AsiaF/VNVP1R  Neg 

 
6 A22 Irak PAK Asia/VNVP1R  Neg 

7 A24 VP1 AsiaF/VNVP1R  Neg 
 

7 A24 PAK Asia/VNVP1R Neg  
8 A IRAN 96 VP1 AsiaF/VNVP1R  Neg 

 
8 A IRAN 96 PAK Asia/VNVP1R  Neg 

9 A IRAN 09 VP1 AsiaF/VNVP1R  Neg 
 

9 A IRAN 09 PAK Asia/VNVP1R  Neg 
10 C Noville VP1 AsiaF/VNVP1R  Neg 

 
10 C Noville PAK Asia/VNVP1R  Neg 

11 SAT1 VP1 AsiaF/VNVP1R  Neg 
 

11 SAT1 PAK Asia/VNVP1R  Neg 
12 SAT2 VP1 AsiaF/VNVP1R  Neg 

 
12 SAT2 PAK Asia/VNVP1R  Neg 

13 SAT3 VP1 AsiaF/VNVP1R  Neg 
 

13 SAT3 PAK Asia/VNVP1R  Neg 
14 ASIA1 VP1 AsiaF/VNVP1R  pos 

 
14 ASIA1 PAK Asia/VNVP1R Pos  

15 SVDV VP1 AsiaF/VNVP1R Neg  
 

15 SVDV PAK Asia/VNVP1R Neg  
16 VSV NJ VP1 AsiaF/VNVP1R  Neg 

 
16 VSV NJ PAK Asia/VNVP1R  Neg 

17 VSV IND1 VP1 AsiaF/VNVP1R  Neg 
 

17 VSV IND1 PAK Asia/VNVP1R  Neg 
18 VSV IND2 VP1 AsiaF/VNVP1R  Neg 

 
18 VSV IND2 PAK Asia/VNVP1R  Neg 

19 VSV IND3 VP1 AsiaF/VNVP1R  Neg 
 

19 VSV IND3 PAK Asia/VNVP1R  Neg 
20 Marqueur VI     

 
20 Marqueur VI     

 

Figure 36 Comparison of primers already in use and newly synthesized primers (serotype Asia1) using 
reference strains of FMDV available in the laboratory. Amplified Omanisa, OBFS, O Myenne and had no cross 

reaction with A strains, C Noville, SAT strains and other vesicular diseases. 1st set of primers only amplified 
Asia-1 and had no cross reaction while Pak (new) primers amplified Asia-1 well but also had cross reaction 

with all O strains. 
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b.  

 

. 

No Content Primer Result 
 

No Content Primer Result 

1 Marqueur VI     

 
1       

2 Omanisa PAK-OF/EUR2B52 O+ 

 
2       

3 OBFS PAK-OF/EUR2B52 O+ 

 
3       

4 O Mayenne PAK-OF/EUR2B52 O+ 

 
4 Marqueur VI     

5 A5 Allier PAK-OF/EUR2B52 neg 

 
5 Omanisa PAK-AsF / EUR2B52 Asia+ 

6 A22 Irak PAK-OF/EUR2B52 neg 

 
6 OBFS PAK-AsF / EUR2B52 Asia+ 

7 A24 PAK-OF/EUR2B52 neg 

 
7 O Mayenne PAK-AsF / EUR2B52 Asia+ 

8 A IRAN 96 PAK-OF/EUR2B52 neg 

 
8 A5 Allier PAK-AsF / EUR2B52 neg 

9 A IRAN 09 PAK-OF/EUR2B52 neg 

 
9 A22 Irak PAK-AsF / EUR2B52 neg 

10 ASIA1 PAK-OF/EUR2B52 neg 

 
10 A24 PAK-AsF / EUR2B52 neg 

11 Marqueur VI     

 
11 A IRAN 96 PAK-AsF / EUR2B52 neg 

12 Omanisa PAK-AF/EUR2B52 A+ 

 
12 A IRAN 09 PAK-AsF / EUR2B52 neg 

13 OBFS PAK-AF/EUR2B52 neg 

 
13 ASIA1 PAK-AsF / EUR2B52 Asia+ 

14 O Mayenne PAK-AF/EUR2B52 A+ 

 
14 Marqueur VI     

15 A5 Allier PAK-AF/EUR2B52 A+ 

 
15       

16 A22 Irak PAK-AF/EUR2B52 A+ 

 
16       

17 A24 PAK-AF/EUR2B52 A+ 

 
17       

18 A IRAN 96 PAK-AF/EUR2B52 A+ 

 
18       

19 A IRAN 09 PAK-AF/EUR2B52 A+ 

 
19       

20 ASIA1 PAK-AF/EUR2B52 neg 

 
20       

 
Figure 37 Pak O amplified only O strains and had no cross reaction with any strain of other viruses. Pak A 
amplified all strains of A but also had cross reaction with two strains of O. Pak Asia amplified Asia-1 but also 
had cross reaction with all O strains
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C. 

 

No Content Primer Result Expected 
1 Marker       

2 Pak_6 Pak_O F, EUR2B52 R Neg A 
3 Pak_7 Pak_O F, EUR2B52 R Neg A 

4 Pak_9 Pak_O F, EUR2B52 R Neg Asia1 
5 Pak_18 Pak_O F, EUR2B52 R Neg O/ Asia1 

6 Pak_26 Pak_O F, EUR2B52 R Neg A 
7 Pak_29 Pak_O F, EUR2B52 R Neg A 

8 Water Pak_O F, EUR2B52 R     
9 NTC Pak_O F, EUR2B52 R     

10 C+ O Pak_O F, EUR2B52 R     
11 Pak_6 Pak_A F, EUR2B52 R Pos A 

12 Pak_7 Pak_A F, EUR2B52 R Pos A 
13 Pak_9 Pak_A F, EUR2B52 R Pos Asia1 

14 Pak_18 Pak_A F, EUR2B52 R Pos O/ Asia1 
15 Pak_26 Pak_A F, EUR2B52 R Pos A 

16 Pak_29 Pak_A F, EUR2B52 R Pos A 
17 Water Pak_A F, EUR2B52 R     

18 NTC Pak_A F, EUR2B52 R     
19 C+ A Pak_A F, EUR2B52 R     

No Content Primer Result Expected  
1 Marker       

2 Pak_6 Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R Neg A 
3 Pak_7 Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R Neg A 

4 Pak_9 Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R Pos Asia1 
5 Pak_18 Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R Pos O/ Asia1 

6 Pak_26 Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R Neg A 
7 Pak_29 Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R Neg A 

8 Water Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R     
9 NTC Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R     

10 C+ As Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R     

Figure 38 The expected results of pak6, 7, 9, 18, 26 and 29 were A, A, O/ Asia-1, A and A 
respectively. Pak O showed negative results for all samples, Pak A amplified all samples and Pak Asia 

amplified two samples which were expected to be Asia-1 and O/ Asia-1 
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d.  

 

N

 

Content Primer Res expected

 

Content Primer Res expected

 1 Marker 

   

Marker 

   2 Pak_6 Pak_O F, EUR2B52 

 

Neg A Pak_6 Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R Neg A 

3 Pak_7 Pak_O F, EUR2B52 

 

Neg A Pak_7 Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R Neg A 

4 Pak_9 Pak_O F, EUR2B52 

 

Neg ASIA Pak_9 Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R AsW+ ASIA1 

5 Pak_18 Pak_O F, EUR2B52 

 

Neg O /ASIA Pak_18 Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R As W+ O/ASIA 

6 Pak_26 Pak_O F, EUR2B52 

 

Neg A Pak_26 Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R Neg A 

7 Pak_29 Pak_O F, EUR2B52 

 

Neg A Pak_29 Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R Neg A 

8 C+ O Pak_O F, EUR2B52 

   

C+ As Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R 

  9 Marker 

   

Marker 

   10 Pak_6 Pak_A F, EUR2B52 

 

A+ A Pak_6 Pak O, Pak A, Pak Asia F - 

  

A+ A 

11 Pak_7 Pak_A F, EUR2B52 

 

A+ 

 

A Pak_7 Pak O, Pak A, Pak Asia F - 

  

A+ A 

12 Pak_9 Pak_A F, EUR2B52 

 

Neg ASIA Pak_9 Pak O, Pak A, Pak Asia F - 

  

Neg ASIA 

13 Pak_18 Pak_A F, EUR2B52 

 

Neg O /ASIA Pak_18 Pak O, Pak A, Pak Asia F - 

  

Neg O/ASIA 

14 Pak_26 Pak_A F, EUR2B52 

 

A+ A Pak_26 Pak O, Pak A, Pak Asia F - 

  

A+ A 

15 Pak_29 Pak_A F, EUR2B52 

 

A+ A Pak_29 Pak O, Pak A, Pak Asia F - 

  

A+ A 

16 C+ A Pak_A F, EUR2B52 

   

C+ O Pak O, Pak A, Pak Asia F - 

    17 Marker 

   

C+ A Pak O, Pak A, Pak Asia F - 

    18 

    

C+ Asia Pak O, Pak A, Pak Asia F - 

    19 

    

Marker 

   20 

        Figure 39 Under same thermal cycling conditions new primers 50µM for serotype O had cross 
reaction with serotype A and Asia1, Pak_A showed week positive results for serotype O and Asia1  
and Pak_Asia-1were used each in separate reaction along with these three primers in one reaction. 

The reverse primer was same for all reactions. 
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e. 

\  

No Content Primer Result Expected 

1 Pak_7 Pak_A F, EUR2B52 R TM 55  A+  A 
2 Pak_9 Pak_A F, EUR2B52 R TM 55  A+  Asia1 
3 water Pak_A F, EUR2B52 R TM 55     
4 C+ A Pak_A F, EUR2B52 R TM 55     
5 Marker       
6 Pak_7 Pak_A F, EUR2B52 R TM 60  A+  A 
7 Pak_9 Pak_A F, EUR2B52 R TM 60  A+  Asia1 
8 water Pak_A F, EUR2B52 R TM 60     
9 C+ A Pak_A F, EUR2B52 R TM 60     

10 Marker       
11 Pak_7 Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R TM 

 

 Neg  A 
12 Pak_9 Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R TM 

 

 Asia1+  Asia1 
13 water Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R TM 

 

    
14 C+ Asia Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R TM 

 

    
15 Pak_7 Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R TM 

 

Neg   A 
16 Pak_9 Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R TM 

 

Neg   Asia1 
17 water Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R TM 

 

    
18 C+ Asia Pak_Asia F, EUR2B52 R TM 

 

    
19 Marker       

 

Figure 40 New forward primer for serotype A and Asia-1 50µM, were used. Thermal cycling conditions 
used were same as for previous PCRs except the hibernation temperature which was 60℃ for one set of 
serotype A and Asia-1 and 55℃ for the other set of serotype A and Asia-1. These sets of primers were 

used in separate reactions for each. 
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f. 

 

No Content Primer Result Expected 

 1 Pak_7 Pak_A F (0,2µM), EUR2B52 R  

 

 A+ A 
2 Pak_9 Pak_A F (0,2µM), EUR2B52 R  

 

 Neg ASIA 
3 water Pak_A F (0,2µM), EUR2B52 R  

 

    
4 C+ A Pak_A F (0,2µM), EUR2B52 R  

 

    
5 Marker       
6 Pak_7 Pak_Asia F(1µM), EUR2B52 R 

 

 Neg A 
7 Pak_9 Pak_Asia F(1µM), EUR2B52 R 

 

 Asia1+ ASIA 
8 water Pak_Asia F(1µM), EUR2B52 R 

 

    
9 C+ Asia1 Pak_Asia F(1µM), EUR2B52 R 

 

    
10 Marker       
11 Pak_7 Pak_OF,  A F, Asia F , EUR2B52 

  

 A+ A 
12 Pak_9 Pak_OF,  A F, Asia F , EUR2B52 

  

 Asia1+ ASIA 
13 water Pak_OF,  A F, Asia F , EUR2B52 

  

    
14 C+ O Pak_OF,  A F, Asia F , EUR2B52 

  

    
15 C+ A Pak_OF,  A F, Asia F , EUR2B52 

  

    
16 C+ Asia Pak_OF,  A F, Asia F , EUR2B52 

  

    
17 Marker       
   Pak-OF (0.2µM), AF(0.2µM), Asia1F(1.0µM) 
   EUR2B52R(0.4µM for Simplex and 8µM for Multiplex) Final 

 Figure 41 A concentration of 25µM was used for the forward primer of serotype A and 100µM for all 
others in separate reaction for each primer and serotype o, A and Asia-1 in one reaction. Thermal 

cycling conditions were same as for (a). 
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g. 

 

No Content Primer Result Expected 

 1 Pak_7 Pak_A F (0,2µM), EUR2B52 R  

 

 A+ A 
2 Pak_9 Pak_A F (0,2µM), EUR2B52 R  

 

 Neg ASIA 
3 water Pak_A F (0,2µM), EUR2B52 R  

 

 Neg   
4 C+ A Pak_A F (0,2µM), EUR2B52 R  

 

    
5 Marker       
6 Pak_7 Pak_Asia F(1µM), EUR2B52 R 

 

 Neg A 
7 Pak_9 Pak_Asia F(1µM), EUR2B52 R 

 

 Asia1+ ASIA 
8 water Pak_Asia F(1µM), EUR2B52 R 

 

    
9 C+ A Pak_Asia F(1µM), EUR2B52 R 

 

    
10 Marker       
11 Pak_7 Pak_OF,  A F, Asia F , EUR2B52 R   A+ A 
12 Pak_9 Pak_OF,  A F, Asia F , EUR2B52 R   Asia1+ ASIA 
13 water Pak_OF,  A F, Asia F , EUR2B52 R      
14 C+ O Pak_OF,  A F, Asia F , EUR2B52 R      
15 C+ A Pak_OF,  A F, Asia F , EUR2B52 R      
16 C+ Asia Pak_OF,  A F, Asia F , EUR2B52 R      
17 Marker       
18  Tm 60℃. Pak-OF(0.4µM), AF(0.2µM), Asia1F(1.0µM) 
19  EUR2B52R(0.4µM for Simplex and 0.8µM for Multiplex)Final 

 20   
 

Figure 42 In this trial all the conditions were same as for (f) except hibernation temperature which 
was 60℃. 
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Cloning  

The ZZ-R 127 cells grown in P6 (1.105 cells/ ml) attained 80% monolayer confluency after 

20 hours. After inoculation with sample showing dual infection with serotype A and Asia, 

applying liquefied seal plaque and incubation at 37℃ with 5% CO2, complete lyses of cells 

was observed 24-hour post inoculation. The clones taken from plaque (C1 to C6), inoculated 

on ZZ –R127 cells in P24 showed following results 24-hour post infection:  

clone 1: 90-100% CPE 

clone 2: 90-100% CPE 

clone 3: 90-100% CPE 

clone 4: no CPE 

clone 5: 90-100% CPE 

clone 6: 40-50% CPE 

The content of each well collected separately after freeze thaw cycle at -80℃, were used for 

RNA extraction. One step duplex real time RT-PCR performed with this RNA for serotype 

A and Asia-1 along with 3D targets (β-actine as internal control) showed following results.  
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Figure 43 Real time RT-PCR was performed for 3D, serotype A and Asia 1 in duplex with β-actine. This 
confirmed that Pak-2_clone 2 contains only Asia 1 while Pak-2_clone 6 contains serotype A only. 
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Transfection 

The virus was successfully recovered which was later propagated on ZZ-R 127 cells. Real 

time RT-PCR was also carried out for the confirmation. In this study transfection was 

performed only for those samples which were positive for genome detection tests though 

virus was not isolated. This technique proves to be a very useful tool in such situations 

where epithelial tissue is not available which is the sample of choice recommended by OIE. 
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Chapter 5 

DISCUSSION 

Balochistan is the largest province of Pakistan, having essential geographical location which 

makes this province to play a vital role in infectious disease prevalence like FMD. The 

neighboring countries Afghanistan and Iran have common borders and are FMD enzootic 

countries. Balochistan province, inspite of having critical scene lacks the sufficient reported 

data concerning FMD. It may be due to difficulties in sample collection from the faraway 

areas with less developed facilities to travel, difficulty in sample collection and maintenance 

of cold chain for collected samples. Moreover, unavailability of established laboratory 

facilities in the province makes it difficult to diagnose the disease according to international 

standards and as a consequence makes it difficult to choose a good strategy of sample 

collection and analysis to get sufficient knowledge about the situation of FMD in this region. 

In Pakistan, the prevalent serotypes of FMDV are O, A and Asia-1. The prevalence rates of 

these  serotypes in Pakistan is reported to be 70%, 25% and 4.7% for type O, Asia-1 and 

type A, respectively by Zulfiqar, 2003. Multiple lineages of serotype O have been reported 

including the new sub-lineages O-PanAsia-II and PanAsia-III of PanAsia lineage which 

suggest the evolution of serotype O in this region. In past, highest numbers of FMD 

outbreaks were reported to be due to serotype O in Pakistan (Jamal et al, 2011) FMD 

serotype O has been reported to be responsible of higher number of outbreaks in Pakistan as 

reported by Abubakar et al, 2012; Jamal et al, 2011; Schumann et al, 2008 while in the 

recent past studies suggest that serotype A and Asia1 were predominant in Pakistan. 

According to Abubakar et al, 2009, in Pakistan, FMDV serotype ‘A’ and ‘Asia-1’ were 

major strains in the samples collected from Sindh province while ‘O’ and ‘A’ serotypes in 

samples collected from Punjab province. The data of prevailing serotypes and their 

topotypes available regarding Balochistan is not sufficient to claim any serotype as 

dominant which is supported by the fact that serotype identified in this study has not been 
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reported in any region of Pakistan in the past Jamal et al, 2011 have also reported the limited 

availability of information about FMDV serotype from Pakistan.  

The antigenic and genetic diversity of serotype A is highest in Euroasian serotypes as 

described by Knowles & Samuel, 2003. Serotype A viruses detected, having topotypes Asia 

fit in to as a minimum of 4 lineages of 2 different genotypes I and II. In recent past genotype 

II viruses from lineage A-Iran05 were predominant. In addition, A-Pak09 has been reported 

within A-Iran05 (Jamal et al, 2011). The dominant lineages within A-Iran05 are A-Iran 

05AFG-07 and A-Iran05BAR-08(Knowles et al, 2009, 2010).  

FMDV circulates in Pakistan in three different groups of serotype Asia-1 with continuous 

evolution of new viruses as reported by Jamal et al, 2011b. Co-infection of samples of this 

study with serotype A/Asia-1 and A/A suggests the circulation of diverse range of lineages 

and sub lineages belonging to prevalent serotypes.  Serotype Asia-1 which is reported to 

have least antigenic and genetic diversity (Knowles & Samuel, 2003) supports the results for 

serotype Asia-1 identified in present study and are found closely related to previously 

reported strains. This data interprets the results of the samples collected from different 

provinces of Pakistan which includes no or very few samples from Balochistan Province. It 

is suggested that serotypes prevailing in this region needs to be explored further to have a 

comprehensive data. 

FMDV serotype A, O and Asia-1 are also endemic in India and Afghanistan as described by 

Abubakar et al, 2012. This situation also suggests the evidence of animal movement among 

these countries which is also supportive for this study in which serotype A identified was 

previously reported in Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan in 2011 and 2012. A study reported by 

Subramaniam et al, 2012 also describes the FMD situation for five years in India and 

indicates the prevalence of three serotypes O, A and Asia1as 80, 12 and 8 percent 

respectively. Brito et al, 2012 reported the evolution of new variants of FMDV in Indian 

subcontinent as a result of high variability rate of the viruses. These virulent strains of 

FMDV extend extensively resulting in the occurrence of disease consequential of heavy 
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losses. The evolution of these new variants is potential threat for this region and also for the 

disease free regions. 

It is recommended that the tissue of choice for laboratory diagnosis is epithelial tissue or 

fluid from vesicles. Preferably, as a minimum one gram of epithelium tissue is needed 

preferably from an unruptured or freshly split vesicle, generally as of tongue, oral mucous 

tissue or feet. The other approach recommended for the virus isolation is oropharyngeal 

fluid collected by oesophageal/ pharyngeal probing where epithelial tissue is not obtainable 

from ruminants or in highly developed or in recovery cases and in cases suspicious for sub 

clinical disease. These samples may need to be treated with chloro-fluoro-carbons to obtain 

free the virus from immune complexes for batter results (OIE, 2012e). This is possible only 

in ideal situations but keeping in view the difficulties as discussed, in sample collection in 

areas like Balochistan, it is very difficult to follow these recommendations. In this study new 

approach was used on the trial basis for the use of oral and throat samples for all the 

diagnostic approaches including virus isolation where it is thought to be difficult to get 

positive results from swab samples. The results of this study reveal that the swabs can be 

used successfully for virus isolation after processing as described in materials and methods. 

Besides virus isolation, genome detection also showed positive results with these samples. 

The use of swab samples for genomic studies has already been reported in different studies 

(Paixao et al, 2008; Longjam et al,2011)  

According to OIE, 2012e the epithelial samples are recommended to be stored in specified 

media containing 50:50 of “glycerol and 0.04 M phosphate buffer” having a pH ranging 

between 7.2–7.6, possibly containing additional antibiotics “penicillin [1000 International 

Units (IU)], neomycin sulphate [100 IU], polymyxin B sulphate [50 IU], mycostatin [100 

IU]”. While in this study OIE recommendations were followed with some modifications and 

the epithelial tissue was collected in buffer containing 1% antibiotics (Gentamicin Sulfate 

50mg/ml Fluka Biochemika), transported to the laboratory in ice and preserved at -80℃. 

At the time of sample processing, the pH of transport medium containing samples was 

recorded to be between 6.3 to 7.2 which suggest that FMDV can survive in slightly acidic 
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conditions, as these samples were successfully processed for virus isolation, ELISA and 

genome detection.  

Sample collection, which is a very important component of FMD diagnosis, is insufficient in 

the area of study due to long distance and difficulties to travel and reach specific areas on 

time to collect epithelial tissue or vesicular fluid samples. This makes it difficult to collect 

samples from each and every outbreak of disease. Farmers are unaware about the 

importance of sampling and control of disease, trained people for sample collection 

according to the recommendations are not available and maintenance of cold chain for 

samples during transport is not possible most of the times. The specialized laboratory for 

FMD diagnosis on provincial level is lacking, samples have to be sent to National reference 

laboratory or reference laboratories of other countries in cooperation and world reference 

laboratory, Pirbright UK. Sending samples to other reference laboratories is not easy due to 

the restrictions and obligations from OIE which need particular safety measures when 

sending FMD suspected material inside and to other countries. The “International Air 

Transport Association” (IATA) and “Dangerous Goods Regulations” (DGR) have precise 

recommendations to pack and ship the specimen for investigation (OIE, 2012e). 

Unavailability of dry ice and authorized courier service to carry infectious samples are the 

issue of this province in disease investigation process.   

 

Oem  et al, 2009 describe the prerequisites for the diagnosis of FMD like several laboratory 

tests, specialized laboratory facilities, trained laboratory personnel, facilities for sample 

handling, logistic concerns regarding sample collection and transportation.  Ferris et al, 

2009; Oem et al, 2009 describe the importance of lateral-flow assay for the identification of 

FMD in several situations. Longjam et al, 2011 discussed the importance of pen side test for 

on-site diagnosis in suspected FMD outbreak, its ability to get around the sample 

transportation issues, resulting in faster diagnosis in disease endemic regions. In this study 

after processing the vesicular epithelial and oral swab samples as described earlier, these 

samples were analyzed to check the incidence of FMDV by lateral flow-assay “Swanodip 

test strip”. The results showed that this is a less sensitive tool in case of swab samples which 
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carry less number of virus particles, but it can be helpful in acute cases with abundant virus 

in field cases. This test alone cannot be used solely to declare the disease which needs to be 

confirmed through further laboratory diagnosis. 

Ferris et al, 2009 also reported that the use of antigen ELISA and lateral flow device 

simultaneously are highly suitable for the recognition of FMDV in vesicular fluid or 

epithelial tissue. However, blood, throat swab (probang) and milk are not good choice of 

sample because of carrying probably inadequate sum of virus for detection. 

 

OIE, 2012e describes the recommended method for the virus isolation for the epithelial 

samples in ideal situations. In this study oral/ or throat samples were processed for virus 

isolation. The “Foetal goat tongue cell line ZZ-R 127” was selected for this study due to its 

rapidity in growth of cells and its sensitivity for the FMDV. Transport medium as a whole 

resulted in adverse effects on cells due to the toxic nature of glycerol for the cells. The virus 

isolation was successful from the cell pellet obtained from the centrifugation of transport 

medium of oral swab samples which suggests that virus isolation is possible from swab 

samples in conditions where collection of epithelial tissue and epithelial fluid is not 

possible. 

The different forms of samples preserved after sample processing showed different results 

for virus isolation. Results of this study suggest that cell pellet obtained from transport 

medium showed virus isolation positive results for maximum number of samples i.e. 7 

positive out of 35 in first passage and 1 positive out of 28 samples in second passage. 

Transport medium destroyed the cells when inoculated, due to toxic nature of its glycerol 

content. Virus isolation from Cotton swab also did not show any desirable results with 0 

positive out of 6 samples which were positive in further analysis. These results proved that 

FMDV can be isolated from oral swab samples of both suspected and infected animals. This 

could be helpful in detection of virus from suspected animals before the onset of clinical 

disease in order to prevent huge losses due to the disease outbreak. This can also play a 

significant role in areas like Balochistan, where FMD is endemic and most of the times it is 

difficult to reach the far away areas of the province in case of disease outbreak due to lack of 
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facilities like transport, cold chain to preserve samples, trained people to collect the 

recommended sample, lack of communication in case of disease outbreak, lack of awareness 

about the disease. In this situation oral or throat samples can be used for the isolation and 

identification of virus even if the acute clinical stage has passed away and the vesicles or 

vesicular fluid cannot be obtained. This will help to collect data from this region where 

information is not available regarding the circulating strains of FMDV and their relation to 

the strains prevalent in other parts of country and the neighboring countries. This may lead a 

step ahead in vaccine matching and control of disease. 

 Clercq, 2003 describes that quality of the results depends on the quality of sample and the 

sensitivity of antigen capture ELISA is less than that of virus isolation. It gives good results 

for the samples from cattle and pigs but not for sheep. Samples showing negative results for 

ELISA needs to be further analyzed in well susceptible cell culture. He also stated that the 

sensitivity of ELISA needs to be improved for the swab samples because of less number of 

virus particles present in the sample. In the present study Antigen capture ELISA failed to 

detect virus in any of the pure samples while all negative and positive controls showed 

desirable results. The virus was detected when samples were used after virus production for 

the virus isolation positive samples. These samples were also typed for serotype A and 

Asia1 through antigen capture ELISA including the samples having dual infection with 

serotype A and Asia1. This suggest the lower sensitivity of the test for swabs having less 

number of virus while after the production of virus on cell culture the number of virus 

particles increase markedly which ultimately gives positive results for ELISA. 

Shaw et al, 2007 used robotic procedure on “MagNA Pure LC” for the extraction of nucleic 

acid as illustrated by Shaw et al, 2004. In this study the RNA was extracted both manually 

and with the help of QIAcube robot to see any difference in virus detection levels. Results 

suggest that both approaches showed equally good results in detection of FMDV. In each 

RNA extraction, β actin was used as internal control to ensure proper extraction of RNA. 

The effectiveness of RT-PCR has previously been reviewed for the identification of FMD 

(Myer et al, 1991; Laor et al, 1992; Hofner et al, 1993; Rodriguez et al, 1994). Shaw et al, 
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2007 demonstrated the execution of one step real-time RT-PCR procedure for the 

identification of FMD in comparison with two step real-time RT-PCR procedure established 

at World Reference Laboratory for FMD which has first step for RT and then second step 

for PCR amplification (Shaw et al, 2004; King et al, 2006) and reported it to be better than 

two step real-time RT-PCR. Callahan et al, 2002; Reid et al, 2002; Reid et al, 2003; Cox et 

al, 2005 discussed the use of rtRT-PCR and its capability to identify all seven serotypes of 

FMDV.  

In the current project, one step duplex rtRT-PCR (Gorna et al, 2014) was performed with 3D 

and β actin targets. This is a very precised and sensitive technique for virus detection; on the 

other hand there also exist more chances to detect cross contamination between samples or 

with positive controls due to its high sensitivity to lowest virus concentrations.  Besides the 

sensitivity of this technique different types of samples were also analyzed (cell palette, 

transport buffer and cotton swab). The results suggest that cotton swab was the most 

appropriate sample for virus detection. FMDV was detected in 30 out of 35 samples along 

with 3 week positive samples. FMDV was detected from Transport medium in slightly less 

number of samples as compared to the cotton swab. Virus was detected in 28 out of 35 

samples along with 1 week positive. Cell pellet obtained from the transport medium showed 

least positive results. Virus was only detected in 11 out of 35 samples. 

Serotyping was performed for the samples which were positive for 3D, the target used was 

VP1 along with β actin as internal control, 11 3D positive samples from cell pellet of 

transport medium were typed. Serotype A was detected in 6 samples, Asia1 in 4 samples and 

dual infection with A and Asia1 was detected in 1 sample. Similarly 26 samples were 

successfully typed out of 27/28 3D positive samples from transport medium, which include 

the detection of serotype A in 16 samples, Asia1 in 6 samples and dual infection with A and 

Asia1 in 4 samples.  

Dual infection of samples with serotype A and Asia1was confirmed to eliminate the chances 

of cross contamination between samples or from the reference strains of serotype A and 

Asia1 already present in the laboratory. For this purpose, samples positive for dual infection 
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were analyzed separately, each for serotype A and Asia1 by one step duplex rtRT-PCR. 

Positive controls were not used in this procedure to eliminate the chances of cross-

contamination. Negative control of RNA extraction, water and non template control was 

used in each reaction. This proved the presence of dual infection in these samples without 

any cross contamination. It can be concluded that one step real-time RT-PCR is faster, easy 

to use, permits detection of virus targets and control targets at the same time, and decreases 

the risk of inter tube inter manipulation contaminations. Shaw et al, 2004 has also compared 

the rtRT-PCR, virus isolation and antigen detection ELISA declaring rtRT-PCR to be more 

responsive than virus isolation when used with epithelial samples of FMD.  

Phan et al, 2011 describe the use of one-step multiplex RT-PCR technique for concurrent 

identification and typing of FMDV types O, A and Asia1 in clinical specimens and reported 

that specificity and time required to perform this test make it appropriate for detection and 

serotyping of FMDV in addition to its use for epidemiological surveillance. Longjam et al, 

2011suggest that introduction of multiplex PCR has solved the problem of difficulties in 

FMDV Serotyping. Giridharan et al, 2005 discussed the efficiency of multiplex RT-PCR on 

clinical samples in comparison with sandwich ELISA and reported that factors like 

temperature, pH or poor quality of sample resulting in less number of live virus particles 

may hinder in the performance of ELISA inspite of the presence of virus in the sample. In 

such situations RT-PCR is of great importance because of its ability to amplify and detect 

intact viral RNA. They also reported that multiplex RT-PCR has also showed even good 

results for older and new samples. The use of multiplex PCR for the recognition and 

serotyping of FMDV has also been reviewed by Fernandez et al, 2008; Hindson et al, 2008.  

Keeping in view the importance of simultaneous detection and typing, this approach was 

used through one step conventional RT-PCR multiplex (VP1 target). One step RT-PCR 

instead of two-step was adopted with the idea to detect FMDV in minimum period of time 

(Gorna et al, 2014). In addition multiplex RT-PCR provided an approach to type the 

detected virus in the same reaction for quick typing. In this analysis, universal primers 

already being used in “National Reference Laboratory for Foot and Mouth Disease, France” 

for type O, A and Asia1 were used.  In this analysis, 7 samples out of 11 (3D positive in 
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rtRT-PCR) were found positive. Five were typed as serotype A, 1 Asia1 and 1was dual 

infection with serotype A and Asia1. Giridharan et al, 2005 also reported the possibility of 

dual infection in FMD endemic regions. Three samples, which were positive for serotype A 

were found to have dual infection with two different strains of serotype A in further 

analysis. Typing from cotton swab samples was not successful with this technique, with 

detection of 0 samples positive. This suggests that rtRT-PCR permit FMDV typing of more 

samples than conventional RT-PCR.   

One step conventional RT-PCR Multiplex for Serotyping was accomplish for 6 samples 

which were positive for virus isolation and further virus production was done for these 

samples in T25 flasks. After RNA extraction from the virus production, this test was 

performed to put side by side the results of one step conventional RT-PCR multiplex 

performed with pure samples. This was performed to check whether week band obtained in 

pure samples were due to less virus particles or the primers used are not specific for the 

strains present in the samples. Results showed that the bands obtained from virus production 

were much sharper than the bands obtained from pure samples. This eliminates the question 

of primer specificity.  

Valarcher et al, 2009 used one-step RT-PCR followed by DNA sequencing for the genomic 

analysis of FMDV. Stram et al, 1995 used amplified VP1 fragment for sequencing. In the 

current project one-step conventional RT-PCR for sequencing was performed for all those 

samples which were positive in previous tests. On the basis of results obtained from one step 

rtRT-PCR for serotyping as well as one step conventional RT-PCR multiplex, serotype 

specific primers were selected for each sample according to serotype identified in previous 

analysis for the respective sample. Two different sets of forward primers for each serotype 

along with same reverse primer were used. Samples which gave sufficient amplification of 

VP1 region were processed for the Phylogenetic analysis. 

N.B some samples showed week positive results with the primers of serotype O. Out of 

these samples, those which were positive for virus isolation, were identified and test was 
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repeated with virus production. These week bands were proved to be produced due to less 

number of virus genome particles was responsible for this.  

Armstrong et al, 1994 discussed the importance of sequence analysis for the FMDV 

characterization in disease outbreaks. Martinez et al, 1992 studied the patterns of serotype 

evolution and Knowles et al, 2001discussed the prospective of tracing origin of virus 

causing outbreaks through Phylogenetic analysis.  The seven serotypes of FMDV shows a 

high rate of mutation (Perez et al, 2008), the average range of nucleotide change is 

approximately <4X10-4 to 4X10-2 per locus per replication (Domingo et al, 2004). Most of 

the variation which is thought to be 10-2 – 10-3 nucleotide transformation for each locus in 

every replication cycle occur in VP1 genomic region. This region comprise of 639 

nucleotides encoding capsid protein responsible for cell infection and host immune response 

(Samuel and Knowles, 2001a,; Mohapatra et al, 2002; Domingo et al, 2004). By reason of 

this characteristic property of VP1 gene, the viral protein 1(VP1) nucleotide sequence data 

are extensively used for the Phylogenetic analysis (Knowles and Samuel, 2003; 

Rweyemamu et al, 2008).  

Complete P1 polyprotein that encode for all 4 structural proteins forming viral capsid “1A, 

1B, 1C and 1D” has been studied. Majority of the data available about FMDV genome is 

restricted 1D region which is also termed as VP1 region. In earlier studies related to 

changeability, diversity, selective pressure and immunogenic properties of the virus the data 

available is based on the analysis of VP1 gene. 

Phylogenetic studies of 1D gene sequence in addition to a 15% nucleotide dissimilarity is 

taken as cut-off value to classify FMDV strains in different genotypes. FMDV Genetic 

lineages have different geographical distribution and are depicted as “topotypes”. The 1D 

viral capsid protein carries immunogenic epitopes that are vital to neutralize the virus. 

Consequently the topotype taxonomy has extreme importance in vaccine matching and 

selection (Consuelo, 2012). 

Keeping in view the importance of VP1gene, Phylogenetic analysis was performed on the 

sequences obtained for these samples to describe the relationship between all sequences 

obtained and to identify their groups, prototypes were also defined for the serotypes 
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identified. Phylogenetic analysis was also performed for serotype A and Asia1 identified in 

this study in comparison to other strains of these serotypes and their strains identified 

previously in Pakistan and surrounding areas of this region as genetically related FMDV’s 

have been reported to circulate in this region by Samuel and Knowles, 2001b. Sequences of 

VP1 region were separated for samples and phylogeny was constructed with the sequences 

of VP1 region from Pakistan, Afghanistan and Iran available in GenBank database. The 

sequence analysis of FMDV in present study demonstrated homology between 92.6% and 

100%. The sequences of the strains circulating in Balochistan are closely related to the 

strains already identified in this region. However, one strain of serotype A identified in this 

study has 99% similarity with serotype A strain isolated in Mainkum, Sarkand district, 

Almaty province, Kazakhstan in February, 2012 ( GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ accession number 

JQ765588.1) and 98% similarity with serotype A strain isolated from Kyrgyzstan in 

November, 2011 (GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ accession number JQ765587.1). This strain has 

not been reported previously in Pakistan. This suggests the movement of animals in the 

whole region, regardless of country borders in this region. There is an utmost need to 

identify the route of movement of virus in order to prevent the spread of new strains as 

identified in this study. These new strains may appear due to mutations or escape of vaccinal 

strains with prevailing strains.  In addition all prevailing strains need to be identified in order 

to control the disease by the addition of these strains in vaccines being used according to the 

region of their prevalence.  In order to achieve this goal, strategy for quick detection and 

recognition of serotypes in general and identification of strains in particular is the demand of 

time. Presently the information regarding FMDV serotypes and their strains prevailing in 

this region particularly Balochistan is insufficient to develop a control strategy. This study 

also focused to develop and optimize the primers and conditions for one step conventional 

RT-PCR which can be used more specifically for Balochistan particularly and this region 

generally.  

Domingo et al, 2002; Grubman and Baxt, 2004; Belsham et al, 2011 demonstrated the use 

of RNA extracted from field samples to construct infectious virus by means of “in vitro cell 

electroporation method”. The viruses recovered were reported to have high level of 
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pathogenisity in susceptible animals in addition to their likelihood to be typed through 

ELISA as well as sequence analysis of complete genome. This characteristic of FMD virus 

provides the opportunity to use cDNA in order to analyze pathogenisity of FMDV in 

addition to scrutinizing phenotypic transformations occurring due to mutations or other 

genomic change. The use of “reverse genetics” to make chimeric and recombinant FMD 

viruses has shown the way to the innovation of numerous determinants of virus replication, 

host detection and virulence.  In this study Transfection was successfully performed for the 

samples which were positive in genome detection tests though virus was not isolated. This 

technique proves to be a very useful tool when working with samples from the areas like 

Balochistan where facilities for the maintenance and transport of samples are not sufficient. 
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Figure 44 Map showing geographical location of Pakistan and Balochistan province in respect to the 
neighboring countries such as Afghanistan, Iran, India and China. Location of Kazakhstan and 
Kyrgyzstan can also be seen which are involved in the movement of FMDV strains reported previously 
in these countries, these strains were detected in this study and have not been reported previously in 
Pakistan 
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Reid et al, 2000 used RT-PCR to improve the approach for the diagnosis of FMD. They 

used universal primers (Meyer et al, 1991; Laor et al, 1992; Amaral-Doel et al, 1993) for the 

recognition of O, A, C and Asia1 serotypes (Stram et al, 1993; Zhu et al, 1998) and serotype 

specific primers for serotype O, A and C (Rodriguez et al, 1992) and for the entire 7 

serotypes (Vangrysperre and De Clercq, 1996; Callens and de Clercq, 1997) and evaluated 

the RT-PCR for FMDV diagnosis. This shows the importance of primers to be specific for 

more precised results. Keeping in view the sensitivity of primers in FMD diagnosis, primers 

were designed for the region of study using the VP1 sequences available in GenBank data 

base from Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran, India and China for serotype O, A and Asia1 which 

are the prevalent strains in this region. Samuel and Knowles, 2001also reported that the 

viruses circulating in this region are genetically similar. 

Although one step rtRT-PCR is more sensitive to detect and type FMDV, one step 

conventional RT-PCR was further optimized for Balochistan region keeping in view the 

limited resources at present to conduct real time analysis.  

The nucleotide sequences of the VP1 (1D) coding region are routinely used for genetic 

characterization of FMDVs due to their significance for serotype specificity, protective 

immunity and virus attachment and entry into the host cell (Jamal & Belsham, 2013). 

Phylogenetic analyses using the VP1coding nucleotide sequences are used to deduce 

evolutionary dynamics, establish epidemiological relationships among genetic lineages and 

in tracing the origin of the outbreak strain(s) (Jamal et al, 2011b; Jamal et al, 2012). Based 

on the VP1 coding nucleotide sequences, FMDV throughout the world have been classified 

into geographically distinct genotypes that have been termed "topotypes" (Samuel and 

Knowles, 2001b). Based on ≤15% difference in the VP1 coding region, serotype O, A and 

Asia-1 FMDVs within the topotypes are divided into genotypes, which are further classified 

into lineages and sub-lineages based on ≤7.5% and ≤5% difference in the VP1 coding 

region, respectively (Hemadri et al, 2002; Mohapatra et al, 2002; Nagendrakumar et al, 

2009; Samuel & Knowles, 2001b). In case of serotype Asia-1, the sub-lineages are referred 

to as Groups (Jamal et al, 2011a; Valarcher et al, 2009). The VP1 nucleotide sequences 

generated in this study were analyzed together with other sequences from GenBank to 
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establish strain of FMDVs. Phylogenetic analyses revealed that serotype A FMDVs 

circulating in Balochistan, Pakistan during 2011 belonged to at least three sub-lineages 

within the A-Iran05 lineage (Figure 32). These sub-lineages are A-Iran 05HER-10, A-Iran 

05FAR-11 and a novel/ unnamed sub-lineage. Viruses belonging to the A-Iran 05HER-10 

sub-lineage showed very close identity with the viruses circulating in Kyrgyzstan in 

November, 2011 (accession number JQ765588) and Kazakhstan in February, 2012 

(accession number JQ765588), showing substantial transboundary movement of these 

viruses among these countries. Viruses belonging to the A-Iran 05FAR-11 sub-lineage 

reported in this study show close identity with the viruses circulating in Pakistan and 

Afghanistan since 2009. Some viruses detected in this study have not been reported earlier 

and these belong to a novel/unnamed sub-lineage within the A-Iran-05 lineage. This lineage 

was initially reported in Iran but is currently a dominant in Pakistan, Iran, Afghanistan, 

throughout the Middle East and Turkey that has evolved into multiple sub-lineages (Jamal et 

al, 2011b). Viruses belonging to this lineage have also been detected in North Africa 

including Libya (in 2009) and Egypt (in 2010 and 2013-14). The recently arisen strains 

within this lineage (e.g. A-Iran05BAR-08) are antigenically distinct from the A22/Iraq 

vaccine strain (Jamal et al, 2011b).  

Phylogenetic analyses of serotype Asia-1 FMDVs using the VP1 coding sequence data 

generated in this study together with other sequences from GenBank showed that these 

viruses belong to Group-VII/Sindh-08 (Figure 33). Viruses belonging to this Group were for 

the first time reported in Sindh Province, Pakistan in 2008 (Jamal et al, 2011a) and were 

later detected in Iran, Afghanistan and Turkey. This strain is currently dominant in West 

Eurasia. The in-vitro vaccine matching studies show that viruses belonging to this genetic 

group are not efficiently neutralized by antisera raised against Asia-1/Shamir vaccine strain 

(Jamal et al, 2011a). Outbreaks due to this strain have been reported in animals vaccinated 

with Asia-1/Shamir strain. A homologous vaccine prepared from an isolate responsible for a 

field outbreak in Turkey in 2011 has been found to be effective to contain the spread of 

viruses belonging to this genetic group (Knight-Jones et al, 2014).  
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The present study shows that oral swab samples can be used for virus isolation and 

subsequent virus typing and genetic characterization. Collection of oral swab samples is 

non-invasive in contrast to collection of epithelial or oropharyngeal samples and is therefore 

acceptable to animal owners. Detection of novel strain of serotype A FMDV in the present 

study suggests that continuous surveillance of the disease is necessary. Detection of two 

different serotypes of FMDV or/and two different strains of the same serotype in one 

animal/sample shows complexity in occurrence of the disease. 

 

In such scenario, there is a real demand for the active surveillance to identify the hot spots 

and critical points for the disease and FMD distribution patterns in the region. Identification 

of circulating strains and genetically distinct lineages of FMDV types O, A and Asia1 

circulating within the parts of the region needs to be done in order to limit the reemergence 

and spread throughout the region. This needs regular outbreak investigation and sampling 

for proper threat identification and detection. The importance of active surveillance is also 

described by Valarcher et al, 2009; Klein, 2009.  

 

Gleeson, 2002; Rweyemamu et al, 2008; Sumption et al, 2008; Khounsy et al, 2009 have 

discussed cross-border movement of animals worldwide, resulting in spread and persistence 

of FMD. Gibbens and Wilesmith, 2002; Perry et al, 2002; Ortiz-Pelaes et al, 2006  suggest 

the correlation between trade patterns of livestock and the geographical spread of the 

disease. Loth et al, 2011 discussed the cross border cattle movement in South Asia with 

respect to the Muslim’s Religious occasion (Eid UL Adha). Results of this study show that 

the strains of serotype A identified in Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan in 2011 and 2012 

respectively are prevailing in the area of study. This suggests the movement of animals 

among countries of this region. Balochistan also serves as a route for transportation of 

animals within and outside the country, especially on the religious occasion of Eid ul Adha 

every year, when animal movement across the country takes place on a large scale from and 

into the animal markets resulting in the spread of viruses. These animals, in addition serve as 
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possible source of infection for other animals when brought back to their place of origin in 

case they are not sold (Jamal et al, 2010).  

Currently vaccines being used in Pakistan against FMDV do not accomplish the demand. 

Some imported vaccines are also being used (afzal), but are not cost effective for farmers. 

The vaccine coverage in Balochistan Province is also not satisfactory. Outbreaks take place 

even after vaccination, this could be due to improper cold chain for the maintenance of 

vaccines, difference between serotype or subtype included in vaccines being used and the 

serotypes and sub types circulating in the area or lack of knowledge of farmers about the 

booster dose of vaccine (Jamal et al, 2010). In order to avoid the spread FMDV strains from 

this region into the other parts of the country, it is important to have knowledge of the 

circulating strains of FMDV in Balochistan. Moreover, the identification and selection of 

serotypes for vaccination, the genetic variation within serotypes also need to be investigated. 

This will also help to implement the use of specific vaccines.  

Results of this study does not represent the overall situation of Balochistan province but it 

will serve as a milestone towards the achievement of goals towards control of FMD as there 

is need to do a lot of work in Balochistan province to illustrate the exact situation of 

circulating and newly emerging strains of FMDV in this region. 

There is a real demand to improve sampling strategies. The availability of diagnostic tools in 

the province for better knowledge of FMD circulation and control of animal movement in 

this region have to be improved as stated in a report (FAO, 2007) that “Improving 

laboratory capabilities for rapid detection of serotypes at regional and national level is one 

of the priorities to overcome gaps and achieve early warning of the emergence of FMDV 

subtypes in different regions which is only possible by having a better understanding of the 

epidemiology of each serotype”.  

Brito et al, 2012 suggests that variability of FMDV has come up with the emergence of 

pandemic strains that have spread broadly causing outbreaks in disease free regions with 

heavy losses. As an example (Scudamore and Harris, 2002) reported that FMD outbreak in 

UK in 2001 was rigorous because of extensive movement of FMD susceptible animals in 
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UK and to neighboring states. We can conclude this issue as suggested by Knowles et al, 

2005 that it is necessary to take up improved control strategy and monitoring plan for 

circulating serotypes and subtypes in FMD endemic countries. 

 

Conclusion 

Results of this study suggest that oral swab samples can be used for virus isolation and 

subsequent virus typing and genetic characterization. The collection of oral swab samples is 

non-invasive in contrast to collection of epithelial or oropharyngeal samples. Detection of 

novel strain of serotype A FMDV suggests that continuous surveillance of the disease is 

necessary in the area of study. Detection of two different serotypes of FMDV or/and two 

different strains of the same/ different serotype in one animal/sample shows complexity in 

occurrence of the disease in Balochistan. The results of this study will serve as a milestone 

in order to control FMD in Balochistan and identification of circulating and newly emerging 

strains of FMDV will help to develop specific vaccine for Balochistan region.  
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